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GRACE
The

Whole Village Knew They
Were in Love When They
Married.
By MAUDE J. PERKINS.

V

1

That Henry -- Walters and Grace
Brown were in love wltb each other
when they married there could be no
Bort of doubt. The whole village of
Davisburg would have sworn to it
"Why, I saw 'em hold hands over
an hour, and they did not let go once
to scratch their noses, though I know
they Itched." said little Mrs. Watkins.
"And right with me looking on,"
added Mrs. Flint, "he told her that it
she caught the mumps and died he'd
commit suicide!"
No, there could "be no question of
their loving, and it seemed a safe
thing to predict a happy future for
them. Henry was a carpenter, earning good wages, and though Orace
knew little about housework, she was
ambitious to learn.
What brought the clouds after a few
few months? Isn't it odd that loverB
have no philosophy about them?
They do not look for any change as
time passes. There will be no cross
words or falling off in demonstrations
of affection. Behold them!
Henry
smashes his thumb with the hammer
one day, and he goes home thinking
what a fool he was to hit his thumb
instead of the nail. He found his wire
In bed with a headache. She was
vexed about It Why hadn't the ailment come to some one else! Why
wasn't Henry at home to put a wet
cloth on her forehead and utter words
of sympathy?
"You are an awfully careless man,"
she said as he entered the house
lng his bruised and bleeding thumb.
"If you hadn't got your feet wet or
"
something you wouldn't have a
was the reply.
These were the first cross words
and queerly enough each one was rather glad of it. It was a change from
the honeysuckle program. Grace had
never thought that Henry could strike
his thumb with a hammer, and if any
one had told Henry that Grace would
ever have a headache, he would have
opened his eyes very wide. There was
a whole month in which he could do
no work. The wife whined over wo
loss of income just as she wanted it
for summer clothes, and even hinted
that her husband was content to loaf.
There had been nothing, however,
that a few kisses and kind words
could not have dispelled had. the outsiders kept outside, but they didn't,
Their gossip and criticisms and advice kept the pot boiling until each
of the principals got the idea that he
was a martyr and the other was wholly to blame.
Grace told the. whole village that
Henry boxed her ears.
Henry told the whole village that
her cooking made him ill, and that
her temper had become so Satanic
that he was really afraid to sleep in
the house.
Grace warned the neighbors that If
she was found chopped up with the
ax some morning to see that Henry
was promptly and properly hung as
high as Mr. Haman or Captain Kidd.
It was more exciting than a dog
fight for a time, and there was talk
that a boom In real estate would follow. Then the affair "Began to weary
folks, and there was talk that the law
ought to be Invoked, Such a dog and-ca- t
couple ought to be made to get a
divorce. Such a bickering must lead
to murder after awhile. It was Deacon Frazer who suggested a remedy.
He was a good man, though the remedy he brought forward was rather
heroic for a churchman. An anonymous letter was received by the quarreling couple. It was to the effect
that If they did not at cease cease
their bickering or apply for a divorce,
something very unpleasant would happen to them.
bead-ache,-

"You can see what you have done!"
said the husband after reading his
letter.
"And you can see what you have
done," was retorted.
"Nothing can happen to me. Everybody knows where the blame rests."
"Surely they do, and you can't find
a person who does not pity me. I tell
you, Henry Walters, you have reached
the limit, and that letter means tar
and feathers for you!"
"It means a ducking in the river
for you, and don't you forget it!"
There was less quarreling for a
week, and then it broke out again
Then came a second anonymous letter.
"The committee of good order will
soon wait on you," was the threat.
"This is the second and last warning.
It will come prepared to deal wltb
your conduct as it deserves!"
"Tar and feathers for you,, whls'
pered the wife.
"A ducking for you," whispered the
husband.
"And don't expect any sympathy
from me!"
"And you needn't expect any sympathy from me!"
As a matter of fact, neither was
alarmed. It was a village where law
and order reigned. The minister and
two or three others might call in the
evening, and read husband and wife
a lecture on the sin of quarreling and
endeavor to patch up a peace, but
there would be nothing beyond that.
"And their talk wil 1 do no good
with me," said the. husband.
"Nor with me either, unless you are
to be taken to an Insane asylum," answered the wife.
An hour after midnight one night
nine men wrapped in sheets and having pillow cases drawn over their
heads walked abroad in the village
streets.
One walked In advance, and the
others followed two by two.
The village slept and there was no
one to observe them, but tbey did not
speak to each other and they walked
softly. Moses Granger's bulldog could
lick anything on four legs in the country, and had geen known to tackle a
thunderbolt. He was roaming around
when he caught sight of the ghosts,
and the way he ran home was a

The nine paused in front of a cot
tage. Its Inmates were Bnorlng In
peace.
The nine passed through the gate
and drew up in line before the door.
Then one of their number knocked
and fell back. After a minute a
man opened the door to ask:
"Who are you, and what do you
want?
"This is the committee of order. We
sent you two warnings and you did
not heed them."
"What is it, Henry?" asked the wife
as she was aroused.
"They have come for us!"
"Is 1( tar and feathers for you and
a ducking for me?"
"It looks like it!"
"Come out and ' get your punishment," said a voice outside.
"Hen-HenrI am sorry I have been
mean to you," sobbed the wife.
"I have been the meanest of the
two," was the reply.
"I was loving you all the time I was
quarreling with you."
"Same here."
"We will give you one minute more,
came a throaty voice from outside.
"Oh. Henry, it will most kill me to
have 'em tar and feather you!"
moaned the wife.
"And think of their ducking you!"
"My darling."
"My own!"
"Time's up! Come to your doom,"
said the nine ghosts in chorus.
Henry seized a hard wood chair and
smashed it on the uncarpeted floor,
and handing one leg of it to his wife
he seized another and bounded out
of the door. Crack! Smash! Crack I
The nine ghosts had not anticipated
nor prepared themselves for resistance, and the attack came with great
suddenness. Three or four went down
like cowsheds In a cyclone, and the
half-dresse- d

INDIAN American. He investigated both the
contents of ancient burial mounds and
Dr. A. Hrdllcka of U. 8. National Mu- the aslatlo tribes of the present day,
and in both cases found much more
seum on Quest for Ancestral
evidence than he expected- .- He conLinks In Eastern Asia.
cludes that there exist today over
Dr. A, Hrdllcka, of the United States large parts of eastern Siberia, and in
National museum, has recently tnade Mongolia, Tibet and other regions in
nn extensive visit to southeastern Si- that part of the world, numerous reberia and northern Mongolia, for the mains, which now form constituent
express purpose of seeking possible parts of more modern tribes of naremains of the race that peopled tions, of a more ancient population,
America, 1. e the ancestors of the perhaps related In origin to the latest
American Indians, says the ScJentlflo puleollthlo Europeans, which was phy- -
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REDUCING LIVING COST CHEAPEST

others made their retreat in tremendous haste. None escaped without at
least one good whack. The wife used
her chair leg with the vigor the hus
band did his. It should also be said
that Moses Granger's bulldog, discovering that he bad men instead of
ghosts to deal with, pursued the fleeing legs and left his marks on three
of them.
"What do you think!" shouted Mrs.
Hastings next morning as she burst
in npon her neighbor, Mrs. Drew.
"Somebody's cow dead?"
"No, sir. The Walters have made
up!"

80ME USES FOR
THE MEAT MARKET.

"But they have. I was In there ten
minutes ago, and she was sitting on
his knee, and they were so busy calling each other darling and dear that
the ham for breakfast was all burning up, and the coffee pot was boiling
over."
The statement not only turned out
to be true, but It was proven that it
was the last quarrel to be made up.
And yet the gossips were not happy.
They Bald:
"Isn't it simply disgraceful the way
Henry Walters and his wife love each
other? Really, there ought to be
something done about it!"
by the McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)
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Delicious Entrees May Be Made From
Many of the Cheaper Portions of
Butchered Animals None
Difficult to Prepare.

"It can't be!"

(Copyright,

TINFOIL

With the price of meat soaring higher and higher. It might be well for
the housewife to look Into the possibilities of the many savory dishes that
can be cheaply prepared for what
could perhaps be called the
ucts of the meat market all the appetizing entrees, for instance, that can
be made of brains, trips, chicken giblets, kidneys, sweetbreads, calf's head,
heart, or even the humble pig's foot.
The queer part of it is that although
these are favorite orders at restaurants and hotels and are none of
them dlfncult to prepare, they are but
seldom seen on the home table. When
their advantages are presented, the
usual defense of the serious-mindehousewife Is that they are neglected
because of their lack of nutrition. It
cannot for a moment be claimed that
any of these dishes equals a roast of
beef or a juicy chop In this respect
but does not this very lack of a
quality put them at once
in the class of Ideal summer foods?
calf's or
Brains Select either
sheep's brains, beef brains are usually
too coarse and stringy. Blanch them
by washing in several waters and then
bring to a boll In salted water to
which a dash of vinegar has been
added. Remove every particle of membrane and drain on a clean cloth.
Scrambling with eggs is the simplest
way of cooking them and also about
the best. Serve on toast and garnish
with parsley or cress.
Tripe This is one of the most
easily digested of foods, probably be
cause It contains so much pepsin.
piece, cut in
Select a
three-incsquares and soak In cold
water for a couple of hours. There
ways of preparing it, but
are
only the best recipe can be given
here. . Dip pieces in a fritter batter
made of one egg to a scant cup of
flour, a pinch of salt and a cup of
milk, and fry in hot oil or drippings
until golden brown.
d

heat-produci-

Owner of Tobacco Store Saves
carded Wrappers and Sells Then)
Librar as Trade Stimulus.

Dis-

"I am not 'ashamed to pick op a
penny whenever and wherever I can,"
said the proprietor of a small tobacco
shop In New York. "There are lots
of people who think it is a sort of
stigma upon their ability to pay so
much attention to small sums. Not
I, however. One scheme has netted
me a very nice little profit every
year. I run a small circulating library
and I offer one year's subscription
free for a $2 purchase. AH my subscribers agree to return the book
promptly after a week has expired or
pay a 'fine of three cents a. day.
"Those people are more Indifferent
about pennies than I am and there is
hardly one of them who does not keep
a book one or two days longer than
he should. Not only do the sums 1
collect in fines pay for the books 1
"purchase, but they even make a profit
for me, and, what Is more important,
the library scheme helps to attract
customers.
"Then, too, I manage to make several dollars a year by collecting the
tinfoil used fn wrapping up plug tobacco and cigarettes. I usually find a
good deal of it lying about on the floor
and since I sell It for about 20 cents
a pound whatever I get for it is pure

honey-combe-

d

h

Vegetarian Roast.
Soak a quart of lima beans for 12
hours. Cover with cold - water and
cook until nearly done. Add three
tablespoons of olive oil and season
to taste. Put into a baking dish and
cover with six tomatoes, peeled and
sliced. Bake one hour. When Aid
profit"
run through a meat chopper. Add half
cup of chopped nuts, shape In a loaf
Frog Skin to Heal Wound.
and bake in a hot oven, basting with
W. A. Speck, a farmer, living near melted butter and iemon juice. Ar
Ames, la., bad a growth that extended range on dish with rings of green pep
almost across his' back a year ago, and pers and parsley. As both the beans
it was thought he bad only a short and the oil are very nourishing it is
time to live. He is well today, but the a good substitute for meat, now that
place where the growth was Is cover- meat is so high.
ed with the greenish skin of frogs.
When the growth was removed in a
Southern Rice.
Des Moines hospital it left a large
In France aud far southern states
The amphibian epidermis rice Is used Instead of Irish potatoes,
wound.
seems to be a success.
and as a vegetable is particularly nice.
To one quart of rapidly boiling water
Richest Bed of Soda.
put one cupful of washed rice. Boll
. In English East Africa is the richrapidly until done, as that makes it
est bed of soda in the world. En- fluffy. Drain. Put in a bowl two eggs,
gineers say that it contains 200,000,-00beat well with eggbeater, add salt, pep
tons. The lake has a surface of per and tablespoonful of butter, one
more than fifty square kilometers.
pint of milk, pour over rice, heat up
and serve. Be careful not to scorch.
All Been Used.
"The managers of the San Francisco
Fancy French Omelet
exposition are up a tree In one reBeat yolks of four eggs with the
spect?" "What is that?" "They can't rind of a lemon rubbed on two ounces
think up any new name to apply to a loaf sugar, which must be crushed
midway."
and added. Beat the whites very
pound flour and
stiff, add
Its Meaning.
cup whipped cream. Mix all
f
Willie "What's sociology, dad?" well, pour into a buttered pan and
Crabshaw "After you have worked bake in a hot oven Ave minutes. Fold
and earned a dollar, my boy, sociology It on a plate with a filling of cider
tells you how you shall spend' it"- apple sauce (boiled thick), glaze with
,
Judge.
sugar and nerve.
0

one-quart-

one-hal-

slcally identical with and in all probability gave rise to the American Indians. He reports a vast and rich field
for anthropological and archaeological
research in eastern Asia.
Her Argument
"And you used to say you were willing to die for me!"
"So I am."
"And yet .you refuse me a new

dress!"

"But look at the cost of it I"
"It's cheaper than funeral

NO. 22.
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Housekeeper Will Find That the
Purchase of the Best Cretonne la
Only Sensible Plan.

In buying chintz, or cretonne as this.
material Is usually called over here.
It is wisest to select the best quality
and patterns, for cheap cretonne soon
are
stretches and fades and
apt to be crude. Chairs, couches and
sofa pillows should be covered with
the same pattern, and one or two at
most sofa pillows In a plain color included in the cretonne pattern, will
focus the color Interest of the room.
Instead of taking down the winter
portieres of tapestry or plush, cretonne curtains In the form of long
bags may be slipped over the winter
hangings and sewed together firmly
at the top. Table covers of cretonne
should be lined with plain colored sa
teen and finished around the edge with
a narrow, colored gimp which comes
for that purpose.
Not every housekeeper realizes tho
possibilities of chintz in the summer
home, or in the city house which must
be made cool and comfortable during
the hot months. A magtcal"netamor- phosls may be wrought In living room
and bedroom, furnished In the winter
with rich, yet heavy tapestries and
velvets, if all these hangings and cov
erings are packed away In the cedar
chest up garret, or wherever such
things are stored, and fresh, dainty
chintz substituted.
Every English drawing-roola
swathed in chintz with the beginning
of warm weather; and the bright covers combined with the fresh cut
flowers that are a fetish with English
housekeepers, make an English draw
a most delightful and restful place in summer time.
the-colo- rs

lng-roo-

CHICKEN

SALAD AT ITS BEST

Appetizing Dish, Particularly Appropriate for Picnic Menu, Require
Care In Its Preparation.'

It is best to cook fowl for chicken
salad the day before it is to be used.
Select a plump one, medium size, wltb
white, firm fleBh. Put into a kettle
of boiling water, to which you have
added a sliced onion, a couple of bay
leaves, a stick of celery or a
of celery seed and a slice
of carrot.
Bring quickly to a boll,
then push back on the stove or over
the gas slmmerer, where the water
can be kept just below the hard boiling point until the chicken Is tender,
but not stringy. This will make the
dark meat almost as light as. the
white. Take the kettle from the fire,
but leave the chicken in the broth
over night. A short time before serv.
lng take all the flesh from the bones,
rejecting all the skin, fat and gristle.
Cut in
pieces and measure.
Take nice white stalks of celery
that have been cleaned, scraped and
crisped and cut Into the same sized
pieces as the chicken, allowing enough
s
to make about
the quantity of the chicken. Toss together, add
enough of the broth in which the
chicken was cooked to make rather
moist, season with salt, pepper and a
little lemon juice, then add enough
mayonnaise to cover each piece of celery and chicken. Toss lightly again,
arrange on crisp white lettuce leaves,
garnish with celery tips and olives and
dot with small spoonfuls of mayonnaise. Delineator.
'

dice-shape- d

two-third-

Tomato or Meatless Mincemeat.
Ten pounds green tomatoes, four
pounds sugar, two pounds ralslnsr
three teaspoonfuls cinnamon, three
teaspoonfuls cloves, one cup good vinegar, one level teaspoonful salt, two
f
quarts apples,
pound citron,
cut fine. Cut tomatoes in cubes, let
drain over night. Cut apples as for
apple sauce. Use seeded raisins always. Put all ingredients together at
once, and boil until thick. Seal while
hot in pint jars. One pint makes a
good sized pie.
one-hal-

Cherry Jam.
Steam, wash and pit the cherries
and heat slightly to extract the juice.
To each pound of fruit add three-qua- r
ters pound of sugar. Bring slowly to
a boll and simmer for twenty minutes.
Skim, put into jam pots, and at the
end of 24 hours cover and put away.

Meat Economy.
Take one pound of hamburger steak,
with a small piece of fresh pork
ground with it, soak three soda crack
ers, or bread crumbs, in a cup of
sweet milk, mash fine; beat egg, mix
all with salt, pepper, and onion. Bake
In moderate oven an hour.

Cooking Cabbage.
When cooking sauerkraut or cabbage, to prevent the smell going over
the house, it is very good to place a
small vessel of vinegar on the back
of the stove.

take machine grease out ot
clothing the following Is very good,
as It does not remove the color. To
cold water add a little ammonia and
soao and apply this to the fabric

To Remove Machine Grease.

To
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TO HEAD OFF SERVIANS
PLAN
AND GREEKS MET WITH

It keeps the average man hustling to
chanrfo clothes as often as the weather.

Delicacies

FAILURE.

First thing we know, some fashion
designer will be creating a silt bathing suit.

HAS

At last the automobile with the cowhns come. It was only a ques-

APPEALED

TO

POWERS

Dlssentlon In War Office and Exhaustion of Her Troops Caused the
Defeat of Bulgaria
a Factor.

catcher

tion of time.

DrinJ IW txA wafer nSia. Hickory Smolad
tad with a ehoica flarer that yoa will remember,
Vienna Sauiate tual riahl fat Rd Hobv ot la
tarrc cold. Try thaw wmi ke thin Cat rra
bread in tnia ilicaa, aprrad with creamed batter and
remove create. Cot a Libbv'aVienaa Sanaaeeia halt,
Wntlhwne, lar otl bread. Place on lop ot lha aiuaaaa
a few thin aKcee of Libby a Midft Picklea. Caret
with other ikoe of broad, pre Ushlly totethac. Atlanta on plate, eerra tarnlehsd with paleley epraya,

A damage suit may not be a cheap
suit, but It is nearly always due for
a little shrinkage.

Some men can hardly wait for pay
day to come around. Other men are
Indifferent. Married.
Become not alarmed over your afflictions, for most of them pass quickly, notably, the cubist art.
In Indianapolis a split skirt tied up
traffic. It might be well If some one
would tie up the split skirt.
Did you ever observe that the man
who does things hce no "Do It Now"
sign posted up near his desk?

The start of the race for hydro aeroplanes from Chicago to Detroit,
following the shores of the lakes, was marred by storm and accidents to the
machines, but several of the contestants got away. The photograph shows
two of them In Chicago harbor.

'

A market report says that cheese la
at a standstill.
Out most connoisseurs of cheese don't like it that way.

FLEE

What a nice feature act for vaudeville would the perfect babies of the
six leading cities of the country make!

MANY AMERICANS

10

STATES

AIDS

ST. LOUIS STRIKERS

Walters and Bartenders Com
plain to Governor Major of Treatment by Police.

A

St. Louis, Mo. The striking waiters,
cooks and bartenders have sent a telegram to Governor Major urging him
to send a company of militia here im
mediately to protect them from assaults by police.
The square surrounding the Mary
land hotel was filled with a howling
mob and clashes between the police
and strikers were hourly occurrences
providing exciting entertainment for
thousands of spectators.
The appeal for protection, a copy of
which was also sent to Adjutant General J. B. O'Meara, was signed by
James C. Shanessy and James P.
members of the strike committee of the Central Trades and Labor Union.

THEM

What, by the way, has become of
the
fellow who was once
upon a time referred to as a muck-raker- ? For Fear of Their Lives Are Forced
to Desert Their Interests Many
Investors Face Financial Ruin
An unsportsmanlike exchange sugBecause of Revolt.
gests the addition of another column
to the tabulated baseball score to reWashington, D. C Destitute Amer
cord bouehead plays.
icans are arriving in the United States
on every boat from Mexican ports.
Another exemplification of "the Many of them face financial ruin in a
easiest way." Florida woman has series of revolutions which has paragone Insane because she couldn't lyzed commercial and Industrial en
solve the hired girl problem.
terprises, and they are leaving the
southern republic with reluctance.
Washington
beau brummel has
American consuls are empowered to
come out with a feather In his bat, draw upon
the state department out
and It Is safe to assume that he Is of the various
' danger zones and in
spending his father's money.
some Instances, notably at Torreon,
Henry Lane Wilson has
Leased wire report from New York Ambassador
says the "stop, look, listen" gown is sent money to be expended by con
agents to relieve
the latest creation there. Many ot aula and consular
hunger.
actual
us are doing the same thing.
Before Mexico passed through the
New York woman la suing her hus- terrors which commenced with the
band's second wife for $25,000 dam- Madero revolt against the Diaz regime
ages for loss of bis affections. Rath- more than two years ago, most of the
Indigent were engaged In prosperous
er high for second hand article.
ranching and mining enterprises, or
Bulgarian coats are said to be pop- other commercial pursuits.
ular with the men In New York. Well,
While tho United States govern
If the bow behind hats become popument repeatedly has warned them to
lar there's a chance for this new fad. flee and depend upon the government
of the United States to guarantee a
Now that the college student Is settlement of their claims against
about to obtain his degree will the A Mexico, the fear of delay In the ad
B. mean as much to him as a sheep justment of claims and the hazard of
skin or as an .Indication of time "At t)
loss or destruction of all their
bat."
property has made hundreds take the
risk of remaining in the revolution
A Texas man who lost an umbrella
country. In the last month, however,
had enough faith In human nature to between four and Ave hundred have
advertise for it Investigation has been brought to the United States at
proved that he only recently moved to government expense.
Texas.

AVIATOR'S NARROW

WERE LOST

IN

San Diego, Cal. Capt. F. B.
of the army 'aviation corps had
a thrilling escape from death in a
falling biplane here. He had attained
an altitude of about eight hundred
feet over the ocean, when a gust of
wind tilted his machine and threw
him out of his seat. His right foot
became entangled In- the wires which
control the ailerons and the machine
Immediately began to. sink. K had
glided nearly six hundred feet down
before Captain Hennessy succeeded
in freeing his foot. The machine had
kept an even keel and the officer managed to regain his seat and control
of the plane. The machine was then
within two hundred feet of the water.
Hen-ness-

FATAL

Chaffee and U. 8. Grant IV. Crazed by
Res-

What has become of the
ed swain who carefully removed the
cigars from his vest pocket afld placed
them on the mantel when calling on
his best girl?

San Diego, Cal LoBt In the desert
between the little towns of Mecca and
Brawley, Cal., Chaffee Grant and his
younger brother, U. S. Grant IV.,
tramped for three days on the verge
of death and were rescued by pure
In a contest for women only In Pari
chance and the aid of an old desert
It was decided that the worst trait
selfishness. Indian known fn the district as Piute
man could poseir-Nwa-s
Many a man will now pay his wife's Jake.
bills In silence.
At one time during the awful period
Chaffee was so far gone with thirst,
Every man who buys a pair of white hunger and exhaustion that his brothtrousers and a cap with an anchor on er, himself dazed and almost crazed
It does not own an 18 foot motorboat, by his experience, fought with the Inven if ha does tell every one he Is dian in an effort to shoot the prosgoing on a cruise.
trate man and "so put him out of his
misery."
,
now
offering
Germany Is
tourists
air rides to assist In seeing the sights
To riding, sailing and swimming, fly THE BIG FOREST FIRE IS OUT
ing is now added to swell the Joys of The Army of Fighters Succeed In 8av-Inthe summer vacation.
the 8n Francisco Suburban Towns.
"Constant Reader" assures an east
era editor that It Is worry that
Mount Tamalpals Summit, Cal. The
the bald pate. In that case how
be explain the apparent excep-tU- forest fires nn Mount Tamalpals are
Here and there linger a few
row at musl- - out.
of the
smoldering embers, but after tour
days and three nights of fighting Mill
Tfcr Is one thing about the plan Valley, Larkspur. Corte Madera and
preacher who la sending out Muir Woods are definitely beyond the
tA
machine records of his ser- - return of danger. Beyond the destruc
ririi
The mi-- tion of timber the property loss has
rtrt
im thm
fc
abut off when the audi-- been slight It has been established
own
definitely that there wag no Ion of
a

pro-driru-

bald-beade-

lilt.

TROLLEY

y

COLLISION

Twelve Persons Killed and Fifty In
jured Between Los Angeles and
Venice, Cal.

THE DESERT

Hunger and Thirst When
cued by Indian.

ESCAPE

Capt. Hennesey's Life Saved When
His Foot Caught In Aeroplane Wires.

J

Wise as Solomon or any other ex
perienced married man Is the Judge
who told a husband it was wrong to
leave letters where his wife could
find them.

IN RIOT

Cooks,

THE

LEAVING

SOUTHERN REPUBLIC IN
DESTITUTE CONDITION.

Berlin Judge has ruled that a
betrothals not binding. Looks like
a fine opening for a woman's rights
party.
UNITED
A

fflflH

London, England. The end of a fortnight's desperate fighting in the Bal
kans finds Bulgaria forced to appeal
to the powers to arrange peace. The
Bulgarian plan to drive a wedge between the Greek and Servian armies
in the neighborhood of Guevghell has
failed completely. The last reports of
the fighting received from Athens
show that the Servians and Greeks at
this point are combining forces, while
the Roumanian array is beginning au
invasion of Bulgaria.
The latter fact doubtless was the deciding factor In the Bulgarian appeal
to the powers. How far Bulgaria's defeat is due to dissensions in high military quarters, which resulted in the
resignation of General Savoff, and how
far to the fact that the Bulgarian
troops, which bore the brunt ot the
hard fighting In the last campaign,
were more exhausted than the Greek
and Servian forces, probably win
never be known.
Nothing can be predicted at the moment as to how events will sTUpe themselves, the Roumanian Invasion ol
Bulgaria having brought an entirely
new factor into the problem. Russia
and France are devoting their effort3
to persuade the allies to adopt a moderate attitude" in order to facilitate
a peaceful settlement.
The Servian premier is quoted in
the Vienna Neue Frele Presse as declaring that the new war has completely set aside all treaties of alliance
and that peace must n'ow be negotiated nn an entirely new basis.
Rumors were published in Berlin
and according to the Daily Telegraph's
correspondent at Athens were current
there that General Ivanoff, with fifty
thousand Bulgarians was forced to surrender near Demirhlssar, where fighting wan proceeding for the possession
of a railway bridge over the Struma
river.
Dispatches from the European capitals published in London severely
criticise Premier Daneff's overbearing policy as toeing the cause of the
Bulgarian defeat and his speedy down'
fall is predicted.
A RAIN OF

MONEY RECALLED

Charles A. Stevens, Negro Mail Rob
ber Who Had $50,000 Hidden,
Gets His Freedom.
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Thought Baby Was Slighted.
The baby of the family had been
christened that afternoon and little
Jane was observed looking thought
ful. Somebody asked what troubled
her.
was
"Oh, I was Ju3t
the quiet reply.
v'hat were you wondering about.
dearie?"
If all
"Oh, I was Just
the people's names had been used
up."

"What do y6u mean, dearie? We
don't understand."
Jane looked surprised at the density
of adult perceptions, but deigned to
explain, gently:
"Oh, I noticed that we're going to
call the baby Hazel, and it seems as if
she might have a real name 'stead of
a nut!"
Making Boiled Milk Palatable.
Everybody knows that boiled milk
keeps much more satisfactorily
in
warm weather than raw milk in fact,
boiling milk is the one sure way ot
keeping it on a sultry day. But to
many persons the taste of boiled milk
is unpalatable, and to others even its
odor is unpleasant.
To overcome these two faults, try
boiling the milk in a tightly-closedouble boiler. Do not remove tha
cover, but allow the milk to stay over
the fire In the double boiler for ten
minutes after the water has begun to
boil. Then put the milk, still tightly
covered, immediately on the ice and
cool it quickly.
d

Student's Wondrous' Reasoning.
Teacher What is the derivation of
the word "lunatic?"
Pupil 'Luna," the moon, and er
'attic," .the upper ctory.
Their Goal.
"They want to sue this aviator."
"Then literally, they are after tha
man higher up."

St. Paul, Minn. A man shall not be
compelled to serve a double sentence
If it can be shown that the crimes
In these days of easy divorce it's a
charged against him were committed
simultaneously and were prompted by wise child that knows its own step
one criminal motive, according to an father.
opinion prepared by Judge Sanborn of
Bunko experts say that black sheep
the federal circuit court of appeals,
The decision of the district court if are the hardest to fleece.
Kansas was reversed and the release
from Leavenworth federal prison of
Charles A. Stevens, a negro, convicted
of robbing the mails, was ordered.
Stevens was convicted of stealing a
pouch of registered mail from a car
at Kansas City, June 6, 1908. The
conviction was on two counts and ne
was to serve five years for each count
One of the stolen letters contained
$12,500, which he embezzled, accord
Ing to testimony.

Los Angeles, Cal. Twelve persons
were killed and about fifty were In
jured when a Pacific Electric Inter-urbatrain ran into another one at
Vineyard Station, a Junction on the
outskirts of Los Angeles.
Both trains were inbound from Venice, an ocean beach town, sixteen GET THE ROADS FOR NOTHING
miles from Los Angeles. They were
resi- Government Bulletin Says That .the
crowded with homeward-bounProperty Increase More Than
dents ot Los Angeles, who had spent
Pays for Improvement.
the day at the beaches, and It is reported that many of the injured were
Washington. Improvement of conn
severely hurt from being thrown
try roads has enhanced the value of
against car seats.
.
property bordering on such roads bo
that
the cost of improvement is equal
Train Struck Street Car.
says the De
Cambridge, O. Four persons wen ized and often exceeded
partment of Agriculture in a bulletin
killed and a score were hurt when a
Just Issued.
Baltimore & Ohio's Wheeling-ChlcagThe department has gathered a mass
express west bound crashed into
of
data through the office of public
Cambridge and Myesville interurbas
roads which is making a special study
street car at a crossing in East Cam- of
the economic effect ot the road im
bridge. The street car was demolprovement
ished.
According to the information land
values 'not only have Increased but
farm values often show marked ad
CONDENSED NEWS ITEMS
vances over the original outlay as
result of road Improvement
Sex hygiene is to be taught this fall
In the Chicago schools.
Wilson at Work Again.
e
Washington, D. C. After a ten days'
Abilene, Kan., reports that hot
winds have been damaging the corn ibsence from the capital, the first of
ny length since he was Inaugurated
crop In that section.
Wilson has returned from
'resident
George W. Hayes has been declared lis sumn er home at Cornish, N. H
by the state supreme court the Demo
o Washington.
cratic nominee for governor of Ar
kansas.
Three Drowned In 8t. Louis.
St. Louis, Mo. "Three drownings
Wall street recently hud the dullhere among parties who sought
est day's business In seventeen yoars
The business on the stock exchange relief from the heat in tie waters sur
rounding the city,
amounted to only 60,000 gagrea.
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Dainty bits
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pearly, white

corn, perfectly cooked and
toasted to delicate "brown."

Uiually eaten direct from
package with cream and
sugar.
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Grocers everywhere.
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a few moments later, his call, sudden-ly remembered, rang, belated, In the
drowsy air: "Twelve o'clock and all's
well! A new day, and St. Aubert
guard us alll"
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the flight of stairs. It played, too, on
facades, towere and battlements on
either side, and, at the spectacle the
. Comtesae Ellse, daughter. of the (governBlack
or of the Mount, tie chance encounter disk directly before him-H- he
with a peasant boy. The "Mount," a iimall Seigneur, about to leave the dark and
d
Island, itood In vast bay on sheltering byway, involuntarily paused
the northwestern coaat of France, and
during the time of Ixmla XVI. wai a govAngels might walk unseen up and
ernment stronghold. Develops that the down in that effulgence, as, Indeed,
peasant boy was the son of Seigneur Desaurac, nobleman. Young Desaurac deter- the old monks stoutly averred
was
mines to secure an education and become their habit; but a mortal Intrusion on
a gentleman; sees the governor's daughter depart for Paris. Lady Ellse returns the argent way could be fraught only
after seven years' schooling;, and enter- with visibility.
tains many nobles. Her Ladyship dances
To reach the point he had In mind,
with strange fisherman, and a call to
arms Is made In an effort to capture a however, no choice remained;
the
mysterious Le Seigneur Nolr. Me escapes.
Ijdy Ellse Is caught In the "Grand" tide. steps had to be mounted, and, lower
The Black Seigneur rescues and takes ing his head and looking down, delib
per to his retreat. Ellse discovers that
her savior won the boy with the flah. erately he started. Aa he proceeded
Banches, the Seigneur's servant, la arsolitary figure seemed to become
rested and brought before the governor. his
Ellse has Sanchez set free. Bolg-tie- more distinct; his presence more ob
Idy and
a priest at the "Cockles." Ban- trusive and his echoing footsteps to
ches tells Desaurac that Lady Ellse
him. but Is not believed. The resound louder. No Indication he had
Seigneur plans to release prisoners at the been Been or heard, however, reached
Mount. Lady Ellse pleads with her father to spare the lives of condemned pris- him; to all appea ranees espionage of
oners. Disguised as a peasant Lady his movements was wanting, and only
Ells mingles with the people and hears the
saint with the sword at the top of
some startling
A mysterious
facts.
Mountebank starts a riot. He Is
steeple guardian spirit of the
the
up
and locked
after making close observations of the citadel, and la afterwards rock looked down, as if holding high
a gleaming warning of that unwonted
summoned before the governor's daughter. The governor enters the room during
the Interview with the Mountebank. As a Intrusion.
miserable buffoon, the Mountebank la reYet, though he knew It not, mortal
leased by order of the governor. Desaurac overpowers guard and dons sol- eye had long been on him, peering
dier's uniform. The Seigneur successfully from a window of the abbot's bridge
pisses guards and finds ths "Great spanning
and Joining certain
Wheel"
long unused chambers, next to the
Governor's palace, with my lady's
CHAPTER XXI.
abode. Against the somber background
of that covered passage of granite, the
The Stairway of 6llver.
The BtlllneBS of the moment that face looking out would still have refollowed wag tense; then thickly the mained unseen, even had the young
young man answered something Ir man, drawing near, lifted his glance
relevant about a clown, a bottle and a This, however, he did not do; his eyes
with the pale reflections dancing in
loaf; with cap drawn down and
face, he lurched a little for- them, had suddenly fastened- them
ward In the darkness, and the senti- selves lower; toward another person
nel's weapon fell. "Oh, that's you, Is not far beyond the bridge; some one
It, Henri T" he said in a different tone, who had turned In from a passage on
stepping back. "How did you leave the other side of the overhead archi
tectural link, and had Just begun to
the fellow?"
"Eating the bread and calling for come down. An old man, with flow
more!" As he spoke, the other lng beard, from afar the
stopped, swaying uncertainly; above looked not unlike one of the ancient
. the arch, the wick,
bright- Druids that, in days gone by, had
ened and darkened to the drafts of air lighted and watched the sacred fires
tuiuuga uiva& nuu bjii oi lue Ola of sacrifice in the rock. He, too guardlamp; and briefly he awaited a favor- ed his light; but one set in the tall,
able moment, when the flame blew out pewter lamp of the medieval watch
until almost extinguished; then with man.
"Twelve o'clock and all's " he be
hand near sword-hilt- ,
somewhat
but In keeping with the part, gan when his glance, sweeping down
he stepped toward the arch; through caught sight of the ascending figure,
and, pausing, he leaned on his staff
It, and quickly past the sentinel.
"You seem to have been feasting with one band and shaded his eyes
and drinking a little yourself, tonight, with the other.
A
exclamation of dlsap
comrade t" called out the latter after
him; "I noticed it when you went in, polntment was suppressed
on the
and
But aren't you taking the young man's Hps; had he only been
wrong way 7" As the other, after start- able to attain that parallelogram of
ing toward the barracks, straightened, darkness, beneath the abbot's passage,
and then abruptly wheeled into the he would have been better satisfied,
his own eyes, looking ahead, seemed
road, running up the Mount.
"Bah I" A moment the young man to say; then gleamed with a bolder
passed. "Can't a soldier," articulating light.
with difficulty, "go to gee his sweet"A sword and blada
heart without "
A drab and a jade;
to
on
the King's men of th army I"
All's
"Eh blent" The sentinel shrugged
his shouflJers. "It Isn't my business. I he began to hum softly, as with a
tbluk, though, I know where they'll more reckless swing, quickly he went
put you tomorrow, when they find out up In the manner of a man assigned
through the guard at the barracks." some easy errand. At the same time
To this ominous threat the other the patriarch slowly and rather laborideigned no response, only, after the ously resumed his descent, and Just
fashion of a man headstrong In inso- below the bridge, without the bar of
briety, as well as in affairs of gal- shadow, the two came together.
lantry, continued his upward way; at
"Think you it Is too late for his Exfirst, speedily; afterward, when be- cellency, the Governor, to receive a
yond hearing of the man below, with message?" at once spoke up the youngmore stealth and as little noise as pos- er, breaking off in that dashing, but
sible, until the road, taking a sudden
song of the barracks.
angle, brought him abruptly to an
"That you may learn from the guard
open space at the foot of a great flight at the palace," was the deliberate anof stone stairs.
swer, as, raising his lamp, the watchBroad, wide, broken by occasional man held it full In bis questioner's
platforms, these steps, reaching up- face.
ward in gradual ascent, had designed"Thanks! I was going to inquire."
ly, in days gone by, been made easy As he answered, at the old abbot's
for broken-dowmonarchs or corpu- window In the bridge above, the face,
lent abbots. Also they had been looking out, bent forward more inplanned to satisfy the discerning eye, tently; then quickly drew back. "Good
jealous of every addition or alteration night!"
at the Mount. My lord, the ancient
But the venerable guardian of the
potentate, leisurely ascending in ec- Inner precinct was not disposed thus
clesiastical gown, while conscious of lightly to part company. "I don't
an earthly power reaching even into seem to know you, young man," he
England, could still fancy be was go- observed, the watery, but keen and
ing up a Jacob's ladder into realms su- critical eyes passing deliberately over
pernal. Saint Louis, with gaze be- the other's features.
nignly bent toward the aerial escaller
"No?" Unflinching in the bright
de dentelle of the chapel to the left, glare of the lamp, the seeming soldier
might well exclaim no royal road could smiled. "Do you, then, know all at
compare with this Inspiring and holy the Mount even the soldiers?"
way; nor is It difficult to understand
"I should remember even them,"
a sudden enchantment here, or be- was the quiet reply.
yond, that drew to the rock on three
"Those, too, but lately brought from
pilgrimages that other Louis, more sin- St. Dalard?"
ter than saint, the eleventh of bis "True, true! There may be some" of
name to mount the throne of France.
those " uncertainly.
"No doubt! So if you will lower
But those stones, worn in the past
by the footsteps of the illustrious and your lamp, which smells rather vilelthe lowly, were deserted now, and, for y-"
"From the miscreants it has smelled
the moment, only the moon, which had
escaped from the cloud, exercised out," answered the old man grimly,
there the right of way; looking square- but obeyed; stood as if engrossed In
response
ly down to efface time's marks and the recollection his own
oavff wliji silver from top to bottom evoked; then turned; walked on, and,
SYNOPSIS.

rock-boun-

the-wa-

half-averte- d

new-com-

'

,

-

near a great wall. At once the young known agility of his kind, he scratched,

man put out his hand to the door;
tried it; pushed it back and entered.
Before him a wide opening looked out
at the sky, framing a multitude of
stars, and from the bottom of this
A sword and a blade;
aperture ran a strand, or rope, conA drab and a Jade
necting with an indistinct object a
The words, scarcely begun, above his great wheel,
which stood at one side!
breath, died away on the 'seeming soldier's lips, as the watcher on the
CHAPTER XXII.
bridge, looking down to follow first
the departing figure of the old custc
The Whirling of the' Wheel.
dlan, crossed quickly to the opposite
As old aa church or cloister, the
window, and, from this point of vant
wheel of the Mount had, in
age, gazed up after the young man massive
past, played prominent part In the
the
vanishing
In the track of the
rapidly
of succeeding communities on
moonlight. A moment the onlooker affairs
It, or the hempen strand It
rock.
the
stood motionless; then, ere the figure, controlled, had primarily served as a
so vividly defined In shine and shim
between the sequestered dwellers,
mer, had reached the top of the stair link
flesh-pot- s
and material comway, made an abrupt movement and and the
Through its
lower
world.
of
forts
the
swiftly left the window and the pass use had my lord,
been ever
abbot,
the
age.
enabled to keep full the mighty wine-butt- s
At the head of the steps, which
of his cellars; to provide good
without further incident or interrup- cheer for the tables of the brethren,
tion, he reached, the Black Seigneur, and to brighten his cold atone Interiors
stepping to the shadow of a small with the fresh greens of Flemish tapbush against the wall, glanced about estry, or the sensuous hues of rugs
him; with knit brows and the resolute and fabrics from seraglio or mosque.
manner of one who has come to some Times less ancient had likewise
definite conclusion, he left the spot of claimed its services, and even In reobservation, almost the apex of the cent years, by direction of his ExcelMount, and plunged diverging to the lency, the Governor, had it occasionalright. From glint and glimmer to dark- ly been used for the hoisting of goods,
For some time wares, or glunt casks, orercumber-"som- e
ness unfathomable!
he could only grope and feel bis way,
for men or mules.
after the fashion of the blind; fortu
Toward this simple monkish con
nately, however, was the path narrow ; trivance, the summit's rough lift, or
although tortuous, fairly well paved. elevator, wherein serfs or henchmen
and no serious mishap befell him, had walked like squirrels In a cage to
even when he walked forward regard- - bring solace to generations of Isolated
lessly, in feverish haste, beset with dwellers, the Black Seigneur had at
the conviction that time meant all In first stepped
Impetuously;
then
all, and delay the closing of the tolls stopped, hardly breathing, to look over
a"
advendesperate
failure
of
and the
his shoulder at the door that had been
ture. Several times he struck against left unfastened. An Involuntary questhe stones; once fell hard, but picked tion flashing through his brain the
himself up; went on the faster, only, cause of this seeming carelessness
after what seemed an Interminable found almost immediate answer in his
period, to stop.
mind, and the certainty that be stood
"Am I, can I be mistaken?"
not there alone a consciousness of
But the single star he could see some one else, near, became abruptly
plainest from the bottom of the deep confirmed.
alley, and to which he. looked up, an"What are you doing, soldier?" A
swered not the fierce,
voice, rough, snarling, drew swiftly his
question; coldly, enigmatically It twin- glance toward a presence, intuitively
he continued divined; an undersized grotesque fig
kled, and,
Into ure that had entered the place but a
his way, to emerge
a cooler well of air, and whbt was few moments before and now appeared
more to be welcomed! an outlook 'rom behind boxes and casks where
whereof the details were in a measure he had been about to retire to his
dimly shadowed forth.
mattress in a corner.
On one side the low wall obscured
"What do you want?" repeated this
ghost-likperson, the anger and viclousness on
not the panorama below-"-- a
earth fading into the mist, and near- his distorted features, revealed in the
er, the roof of the auberge des voleurs, moonlight from the large opening, like
a darkened patch on the slope of the that of some animal unwarrantedly
rock; but in this direction the ,man disturbed.
hardly cast a glance. Certain build"You, landlord of the thieves' inn!"
ings ahead, austere, Norman in out- - And inaction giving way to movement
half-runnin-

over-suddenl- y

e

over-brlskl- y,

half-savag- e

kicked and had managed to get the

other's hand in his mouth, when, mak
ing an effort to throw off that clinging

burden, the Black Seigneur dashed
the dwarf's head violently against the
wooden support of the place. At once
all belligerency left the hunchback,
and, releasing his hold, he sank to the
ground.
An Instant the intruder regarded the
inert form; then, going to the door.
latched and locked it with a key be
found inside. Having thus In a meas
ure secured himself from Immediate
Interruption without for anyone trying the door would conclude the wheel- room vacant, or that the dwarf slept
beyond
there or in the store-hous- e
the Black Seigneur walked to the aperture, and reaching up, began to pay
out the rope from a pulley above. As
he did so, with feet braced, he leaned
over to follow In its descent a small
car along the almost perpendicular
planking from the mouth of the wheel-rooto the rocks, several hundred
feet below.
A sudden slackening of the rop-eassurance that the car, at the end of
the line, had reached the loading- spot below without the fortifications
and the young man straightened; In
an attitude of attention, stood listening. But the stillness, impregnated
only with a faint underbreath, the
murmur of water, or the Just
s
audible droning of Insects near the
on the rocks, continued unbroken. An impatient frown gathered
on his brow; more eagerly he bent for
ward to gaze down, when through the
air a distant sound the low, melancholy hoot of an owl was wafted upward.
Upon him at the aperture, this night
call, common to the Mount and Its environs, acted in magical manner, and
swiftly had he stepped toward ths
wheel, when an object. Intervening,
stirred; started to stagger to Its feet.
At once was the young man's first Impelling movement arrested; but, thus
forcibly drawn from his purpose, he
did not long pause to contemplate; his
hand, drawing the soldier's sword, held
It quickly at the hunchback's throat.
"A sound, and you know what to ex
far-awa- y

pect!"
With the bare point at his flesh,
Jacques, dully hearing, vaguely comprehending, could, indeed, guess and
the fingers he had involuntarily raised
to push the bright blade aside, fell,
while at the same time any desire to
attempt to call out, or arouse ths
guard, was replaced by an entirely different emotion In his aching brain
Never before had he actually felt that
sharp touch the prelude to the final
thrust. At the sting of it, a trenwr
ran through him, while cowardice viis
besetting quality, long covered by
growl end egotism in his strength and
hldeousness to terrify, alone shone
from his unprepossessing yellow features.
"You were brave enough with the
soldiers at your beck!" went on a determined voice whose ironical accents
his
In no wise served to alleviate
panic. "When you had only a mounte
bank to deal with! But gel up!" con
temptuously. "And," as the hunch- back obeyed, his crooked legs shaking
in the support of bis misshapen frame,
"into the wheel with you!
"The wheel!" stammered the dwarf.
"Why what "
"To take a little of your own medicine! Pardl! What a voluble fellow
In with you, or "
With no more words the hunchback,
staggering, hardly knowing what
entered the ancient abbot's machine for hoisting. But as he started
to walk in the great wheel at the side
of his captor, a picture of the past
the times he, himself, had forced prisoners to the wheel, stimulating with
Jeer and whip arose mockingly be
fore him, and the incongruous present
seemed, in contrast, like a black waking dream.
That It was no dream, 1iowev?r, and
that the awakening would never occur, he well knew, and malevolently
though fearfully he eyed the rope, coming In over the pulley at the aperture;
to be wound around and around by a
smaller wheel, attacked to the larger,
and drawing up what?
An inkling of the sort of merchandise to be expected, under the circumstances, could but flash through his
mind, together with a more vivid consciousness of the only course open for
him to cry out, regardless of consequences! Perhaps he might even have
done so, but at that instant as if the
other had read the thought came the
cold touch of a bare blade on his
neck; and with a sudden chill, ths
brief heroic impulse passed.
1
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(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Kinder Skittish.
old mammy of
days went into a shoe store and asked
for "a pair of ever'day shoes small
tens." The clerk selected a pair of
men's heavy plow shoes for her and
she seated herself to try them on.
The clerk remained standing in front
of her. She glanced up and asked:
"Honey, Is you all gwlne to stan'
dere while I tries 'em on?"
"Why, no,
The clerk answered:
auntie; I'll move on If you wish it"
She said: "Please do, honey, 'cause
I'se white folks raised and I'se kinder
skittish." Chicago Post
A good

"Twelve O'clock, and All's
line, absorbed his attention' to the exclusion of all else, and toward them,
with steps now alert and noiseless, be
stole; pest a structure that seemed a
small salle des gardes whose window
afforded a view of four men nodding
at a table within; across a space to
another passage, and thence to a low
door at the tar corner of a little
alongside the walk and

on the lntruder'a part, a kalfe that bad
flashed back In the hand of the hunch

back, with his query, was swiftly
twisted from him and kicked aside,
while a scream of mingled pain and
rage became abruptly
suppressed
Struggling juid writhing like a wild
cat, Jacques proved no mean antagon
ist; with a strength incredible for one
of big size, supplemented by the well-

ante-bellu-
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AGRICULTURAL NOTES.

The land pr poiaiion method
of Mr. J. T. Abbott for his present crop h unique Tor Its simple-Hesbut. Under his conditions
this method is producing very
good results. Mr. Abbott merely listed between the rows of
stalks from the last crop in the
fall and loft the ground stand
is it was all winter and spring.
Just previous lo planting he
placed 1G inch sweeps on the
outside shanks of his straddle
row cultivator and cleaned out
(ho weeds in th lister furiows
made last fall. The planting
was done with a 2 row planter
Among those Kenna farmers
who thoroughly believe in the
silo, and who will install one
for this fall's crop if possible,
are C. K. Priewe, J. R, Holman
J. T. Abbott and Frank Parker.
Tt should I u? rememlered that a
silo is a silo if it is a round hole
only. 10 feet in diameter and. 10
feet deep. One man can do all
the digging in a hole that size
by himself. The cement for the
5 inch layer of plaster on the
sides of this hole will cost only
S3. 00 or $1.00 at most, All. the
silage can be lifted out with a
pitch fork with the greatest
ease. Mr. Nichols of Red Lake
east of Elida laid down a 30 ton
per day capacity silage cutter at
Elida, from Montgomery, Ward
& Co. for $27.50. He runs this
cutler with a $10.00 second hand
horse power. Such an outfit
would do very well for 3 or 4
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Legal Blanks prints anl for
sale bv theKemn Record.
1J. I?. Reagan cf Boaz was in
town Saturday.

Ladies ITats at one half price
Come quick.
T.T.Bell.
Walker cainrt up from
Roswell Monday.
BoVlo

Joe Hood lost a fine English
Coach horse this week.
V. L. L.

Parker of Boaz "was

in (own Saturday on business.

Oscar Roberson or.d M. R.
wei-in Eiida Monday on
business.
"Weft

Frank Good lias just installed
pump ai:d' windmill on the

a

place lafclv purchased of Mrs.
B. West.

J.

Little

Fiscus has heen
tjiiite sick Ibis week, but we are
jjad to learn that she is now
silos in your community. If
much better.
these 3 or 4 men would further
Miss Mabel (iladden of New
they would fill each
!Vit,. Texas came in Sunday to silo in nit day.
visit her sislt r Mrs. 0. II. Wear
Watch for the new silo bulleand brother Frank E. Gladden. tin written for N. M. Conditions by IT. M. Bainer, the head
, Mrs
C. 11. Puti'am and two
Fe Agriculturist. Mr
Santa
little childien of 1,0s Argeles,
Bell
local merchant, will
the
Cal. ccine Tuesday to spend
handle
the
distribution.
some lime with her sister Mrs
R.
Holman
and J. T. Abbott
J.
J. A i Kimnions.
pull off stunts in the working
FOR RENT.
line that certainly entitle these
Good two room house with plucky industrious farmers to a
good well of water, located neai high measure of success. The
the school house.- Inquire of
first named gentleman was
caught working in the field conJohn A. Kiinnions.
siderably after 0 o'clock in the
Miss Blanche Burk and W. A.
evening. When asked how he
Shiia of Be a 7; were in town Satspent
the 4th of July, J. T. Aburday to take Civil Service ex
bott answered "I spent a good
amination for Pest master of
long clay in the field fighting
f ourth class
cilice. No examin
er appeared and they returned weeds."
The Santa Fe Agricultural
without the examination.
C
new man wno- was 111 town re
Try Our After Dinner Coffee cently expressed gratification 011
FsHi bucket contains One Soli'd finding that both
Silvtv KirTe and Fork both sil- J. R. Holman and Frank Parker
ver wear and cofTee are guaran- have obtained excellent stands
teed to please you ?1.10 per of the Brown Crowder Cowpeas
bucket.
furnished them by the Santa Fe
Kenna Lumber Co.
Farming department. Feeding
The examination announced milk cows a leguminous feed
to be held, at this piace 011 July like cowpeas tu balance their
12th, for the position of post- ration is one of the two princimaster at Boaz, N. Mex. has pal ways to increase the milk
heen canceled, the Post office flow. The other thing to do is
Department bavin" withdrawn to feed silage.
If anybody wants to know
its request for certification.
what constitutes the principal
Messers Dunn, Taylor, Wood,
efforts of tho Santa Fe AgriculMom's and Ilollingswoith have
tural department, it is tin's, to
finished their contract with the induce
farmers to inillc more
Santa Fe here, grading for the cows, to induce the cows to give
extension of the switch and more milk.
have now gone to Dexter,
n
II. C. McCowen,
and other points south of
New Mexico field man Santa
Roswell where they have other Fe Agricultural Department.
contracts with the Santa Fe to
'
lo similar work.
New Groceries,
Op.'il

3

1

-

Jlag-erina-

Greatest

Lumber

Market.

Fresh Groceries,
Cheap Groceries

Chicago, July 17 Statistics
just published show (bat Ch o
at
is the greatest receiving marJones & Pirtle.
ket for hun her in the nation.
The sales last y ar were 2,642,- 6.30, 000 feet an increase of 20
percent over J.hrevjons year. newest fashion wrinkle,
--

ca-y,-

Chaves County Commissioners
Men

action

Allow County

Part of their Money.

J.UMBER
Building Material

on

instruction of
State traveling auditor.

Farm Implements
of all Kinds,

'

Advances to Be Paid Quarterly

jn

of

Lieu

Salary Upon the Treasurer's

ft-

'

Watfafttsi

-

FANCY

and STAPLE"

groceries

County officers over the slate
have not receiver! any salaries
since New Mexico became a
state, the enabling act stating
that the legislature shall fix the
amounts to be paid. Tyva sessions of the legislature were held
but the matter has never heen
'
settled,
The officers of Chaves;, county

tfreprleters ef the

KENNA TIN SHOP
We make what you want In thla line, Tanks, Well Casing,
Waterlnjc Troughs. Repair work neatly and promptly done.

rcs.

Simmons

suit in the district court,
and appealed to the supre me
court, requesting the payment
on the old basis. The 'supreme
court has never decided on Hie
filed

.

.
question.
On advice to the traveling
auditor, the county board this
week decided to make advances.
The order of Ihe board and,
the advances to bo allowed are
as follows:
WHEREAS, the Legislature
of the State of New Mexico has
failed to provide salaries for
certain county officers,' and it
appearing to the Board that all
county ofticeps-shoulaccording
to law, account to the Treasurer
of Chaves County for all fees
earned and collected by them-asuch officers, and lo be by them
paid to the Treasurer of Chaves
County: and it further, appeal
ing necessary for the efficient
and proper "transaction' of the
public business of ChaveB Coun
ty that some provisions should
be made'for the maintenance of
those county officers who; do not
now receive a salary, and upon
the recommendation of the
Traveling Auditor of the State
of New Mexico:
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED
that the following named officers
shall leceive advances from
Chaves Couity in lieu of salary,
payable quarterly upon war
rants drawn upon tho ' Treasur
er upon the following basis.
George A. Davisson, County
Treasurer, $3,000 per annum
including all deputies;
R. F. Ballard, County Clerk
$1,500 per annum.
One Deputy District Clerk
$1,380 per annum.
One Deputy County 'Clerk
'
$1,320 per annum.
One Deputy County Clerk
$600 per annum.
C. R. Young, Sheriff, $2,000
per annum.
One Deputy $1,200 per annum
One Deputy $1,000 per annum
One Jailer $000 per annum.
All expenses incurred while
serving criminal and civil pro
cess.
.Guy II. Herbert, County. As
eessor, $3,000 per annum.
To include all deputies and ex
penses, except office supplies.
Said allowance in the amounts
above set forth shall relate back
to and be paid from the date of
the qualification of 6aid officers
IT 13 FURTHER ORDERED
that all county officers of Chaves County, whose salary is not
fixed by law, be, and they here
by are required on or before the
first Monday of October, 1913
to pay over and account to the
Treasurer of Chaves County for
all fees and emoluments of of
ftce recejvfd by them as buj1
d,

California State Life Ins. Co.
SACRAMENTO,
.Capital Paid up $500,000.

RYDER & HASTETTER
STATE AGENTS.

Jeff

j

D.

White President,

Vice President.

Ceo. T. Littlefield

THE KENNA BANK & TRUST CO.

S

Strictly .a fiome institution

f

s

.

CALIFORNIA

Policies that Fit the People.

5 your

paironage solicited.

8

Veny

respectfully,
-

Scott.

W. SB

-

Cashier.'

officers, and all sums of money

appropriated to their own use
as a salary, or for services rendered fro.n the date of their
qualification to October 1st. 1913
which fees or sums of money
shall be placed by the Treasurer
to the credit of a fund to be
called the'Couutv Salary Fund,'
ano hereafter all county officers
are required to, and ordered to
account to the Treasurer . of
Chaves County for' all fees
earned by them as such officers,
as required by law, at the end
of each quarter, beginning October 1st 1913'.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED
that when said officers have filed
with or exhibited to, this Board,
proper receipts, showing that
they have accounted for a 1 fees
coming into their hands as such
officers, from the date of their
qualification to October 1st, 1913
they shall be paid the advances
hereinbefore provided, and there
after at the end of each quarter
beginning October 1st. 1913,
and until a salary hill is passed
by the State Legislature and approved by the Government of
the Stale of New Mexico.
News.
There If more Catarrh In thla wet Ion of Die country
than .11 other disease, put together, and until the Iwt
lew ye.ro RU uppoMtd to he Incurable. For great
kuvat dlaeaae and
many year, doetore pronounced It
prescribed local remedle. ai.d by uonalantly falllnif
to cure with local treatment, pronounced It Incurable.
Bclenee baa proven ( alarrh to be a oonatltutkjiial dia- e
tore requires constitutional treatment,
eaae. and
llall'a I'atarrb Cure, manufactured by IT J. Cheney
k Co.. Toledo. Ohio, Is the ouly Const Itutkmal cure on
the market. It la taken Internally In dosea from 10
It arts directly on the blood
droits to teaapoonlul.
They ofler on.
and mucous surface, of the system
hundred dollars tor any eas. It fall, to rare, bend
lor circulars and testliuoitlala.

.

.

.

Address: F. i. CHKNEi"
Bold by Dnutirlata. 7M.

'lake

am

CO., Toledo, Ohio.

family ruia torouUMttoa.

8
g
jJ

Oihkosh, Wis., Steam fetters are demanding i0 cents an
hour.
Buffalo, Nearly 1,500 brewery workers in Buffalo and nearby towns have received $1 a
week addition wages and an
eight-hou-

r

day.

San Francisco, The Dishwashers' Union has 700. members; 100 of which are college

graduated.

Columbu, Ohio, July .16
State authorities preparing to
ask California to release Simon
P. Helfinsiine, under arrest in
Los Aageles for forging a check,
and wanted in this State for
eight murders. Helflnstine reported to have confessed murder
of Pearl Bryan for which two
men have already been executed.

Seattle, Wash., July 18 Secre-tar- y
of Navy and Mrs. Josephua
Daniels will be guests honor at
army and navy ball here tonight
with officers of Pacific Reserve
fleet.

Americans abroad are blaming the tariff for business conditions at home.
English is 6poken by 160,000t.
000; (Jermah by 130,000,000;
French by 70,000,0C0.
The militant suffragettes are
t lining their incendiary attentions toward churches, having
set fire to four in one week
-

V"

"''..

r

Ktllbt. Purl
Suarantgtd to Pltatt
Evrty Oarilener nd
Planter rtiouM tent th
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NOTICE OF CONTEST.
MITIt K FOIt ITnLICAi'lON.
j
a.
ttrr
contest 185
r. s tuVZf
Department of the' IntPftWri ,T. a
Jur.e S3, pil3.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
Rnnger Lake,
Land Office at Roswell, N. M. Julv 7, Mil
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICE
II.

JiOTICE OF CONTEST.
Department of the Interior,

USEE

RKKI) CO.

Hock ford. Illinois

m.'

"Account Roosevelt County
,
Summer Teachers Institute
N. M. July 21 to Aug. 16.
1913'. ' Tickets on sale July l!)tli
to Aug, 4th inclusive.
lMtirn limit Aug 17. Round
Por-tales-

trip fare

$1

.95.

Summer Tourist Tickets on
sale June 1st to Sept 30, 1913.
to almost all points in United
States, Canada or Mexico. Full
particulars given at Station.
For full particulars see the
agent.
M.J.Johnson.

will he tnken

having been confessed by you. Slid your wild
entry will be canopied thereunder without your
further right to be hosrd therein, either before
this office or on appeal. If yon fall to file In this
office wllh:n twonty days sftr the FOI'ItTI!
publication of this notice, as shown below, your
answer, under oath, specifically meeting and
responding to these allegations of contest, or
If you fall within that time to file In this office
due proof that yon have served a oopy of yonr
answer on the said contestant either In person
or hy registered mail, If this service Is made by
the delivery of a cttiy of ynltf answer to the
contestant In .person, proof of such corvlce must
he either the said contestant'-- , wr'ttcli acknowledgment of his receipt of the ropy, showing the
date of Its receipt, of the affidavit of the prirSoli
by whom the delivery was made stating when
and where the copy was delivered; If made by
registered mall, proof of such service must consist of the affidavit of the person by whom the
copy was mailed staling when ami tile fiUst office
to which It was mailed, and this affidavit must
ho accompalned by the postmaster's receipt
for the letter.
You should state In your answer the name
of the post office to which you desire future
notices to be sent to yon.
T. C. Tillotson, Register.
On tg of first publlcntlon
. June tl. 1113.
"
" second
July 4, tH3.

"
"

" third
" fourth

'

.

July
July

'

NOTICE FOIt

NEW MEXICO.

KENNA,

furtlipr notified that the
hy this office as

Vouare, therefore,

11. 1413

l,

rrnucATiov.

05B1T1

Department of the Interior,

U.

S

Port feuinller, New Mexico, June 10, 141.1.
To Nellie It. Stoddurd of Elidn, ?. M. fobtestce:
You are hereby notified that Mary K. Illsjop, who gives Kenna. N. M. ns his
address, did on May tl, 1413, file in this office
his duly corroborated application to contest
and secure the cancellation of your home
stead entry Serial No. W!ot4. made Jan. 15- m, for SWX. So. Twp. 4 S., Range
Ei', N. M P. Meridian, and as gronnfls for
hlscontclt bt allclrcs'trftit yotl have wholly
abandoned th slti(t lanfl ahfl hate hot resided
and cultivated It for more ttlati
years
last. past.
You nre, therefore, further notified that
the suldRjJegntions will he taken 1y this
office as having been confessed by you, and
your said entry Will be canceled thereunder
without your further right to be henrd. there
in, either before this office or on appeal', "If
you fail to file In this office wlthltT twenty
days after the Fol'ItTII publication of this
notice, as shown below, your answer, under
oath, specifically meeting and responding to
these allegations of contest, or if you fall
within that time to file in this office due
proof that you have served a copy of your
answer on the siilrt ttoMtestnnt either in
person or by registered mail. If this service
Is made by the delivery of a copy of your
answr tn th pcmiestttnt in person, pniof
of siklH servlCd must be sutler the said
contestant's written acknowledgment of his
receipt of the copy, ahowing the date of
Its receipt, or the affidavit of the person by
whom the delivery was made stating when
ttHd wde'rB this cony was delivered; If mnde
by registered mull, proof tff ech service
must consist of the affidavit of the person
by whom the copy was mailed stating when
and the post olllse to which it
and this affidavit must be accompuined by
the postmaster's receipt for the letter.':
You should slate in your answer the name
of the post office to whloh you desire future
notices tn be eent to ton.
C. 0. IlrsHY. neglster.
Pate of first publication
June t7, mis.
"
" " second
July 4. 1913.
"
tblrd
Julyjl. 1913.
'
" " fourth
July is. 1913.
-

post-offic-

!,

to

Lnnrt Office at Roswell. X. M. June "I. 1413.
Notice is hereby given that Mlchn el S. Blackburn, of Richland. N. M. who, on Deo. tl,

Dr. H. L. Fiscus.

F0U

NOTICE
non-coa-

rUllLlrATIO.
F 8.

l

089H6

Notice is hereby given that John W.
Ward, of Route 8, Kllda. X. M. One of the
te'M of Mainline E. Ringbam. deceased, who.
on April M, I'.iftT. mdJ H. K. Ko. 11730. Serial
No.0lt378. for S1VS4, ffff?; Ci Twp t ., Range
of In
33 E.i N. M. P. Meridian, hits' h'M 0llt
tention to make five year Proof, td MtCBWfh
claim to the land above described, befort! Daft
in his office
C. Savage, U. H. Commissioner,
at Kenna, N. M, on Aug. It. 1913.

Claimant names as witnesses:
James A. Morris, John H. Taylor, James H.
McArlhur, Calvin Patton, all of Route 3,
'
T. t". Tillotson.
Klldn, NMRflglstrr.
.Ill A

that

Notice

lough, of Redlund. If. M, who, on Jan. 11. 1911,
made H. E. Serial No. OjfsWi for hH NEJ4.
NH SE'i, Seo. 39. Tjwasnip 6 S:; ftuBM 87
E., N. M. P, Meridian, hus filed notice Of
Proof, to estabintention to make three-yea- r
lish claim to the land above described, be
fore W'.ll A. Palmer, IT. S. Commissioner. In
his office near Redland, N. M. on NE'4 NEW,
Sec. 10, Twp. 8 H Range 37 E.. N. M, P. M.
on August IS, 1913.

Turner, these of Refllnnd, N. M., Joseph
T. C. Tillotson,
McGaha . Of A Hi. N. M.

D.

M

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
01 WIS

05IH87

nenflfttrmnt of the Interior.

U. S.

'.

yx,

1

r.LOTHOS ..

'

non-coa-

18--

JiT-A-

B

Jto-JyS-

t,
-

r

J4-A-

non-coa-

r

ROBERSON,

R.

Barber

Tb e

five-yea-

IK--

SIcEPS

J4-A-

V--

,

SPECIAL OFFER

rn

iBissiaiit

191-f-

,

to-d- ay

fof

If

.

'

i

It

J18-A1-

-

Register.

Al

Notice for PublicMtina.
0247PJ

., N, M. P. MetMian.
HMamlnn to make tbrerf
year Proof, to establltfH nwtn to tbe land
above described, before V0 V, Savage, u.
9; Onmmlssloner. In his office1 Hi Raima. N.
i
M.on AUgost 18, 1913.
15.

ko

mt
nmii (if

Twp.

7 S.

.11

26

Claimant namis as witnesses:

H- Morrison. Lonl
Hall, all of Elklns. N. M.
T. C, Tillotion. Register

William D. Smith. Oliver

N.Todd. Charles

M.

J18-A1-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
013377

nenartment of the Interior,

U.

8".

Office nt Koswell, N. M. Jnne 25. 1913.
Xr.ii... i hnrebv irlven that Bertha H. Mn- Cormick, of Elklns, X. M. formerly Berth.
."'errs, w idow of Melville M. meers. wno
inor. mnile II. E. No 13142. Serial
No. 013377, for SK!4, Sec 24. Twp 6, S. Range
27, E. N. M. P. Meridian, haa niea notice ot
...
i .
.1
a Hv..vpfir ItiiDt. Ho estab
lish oluim to the land above described, before
J. F. Carroll, V. S. Commissioner, III ia since
at Elklns, fl, M. on August 4. 1913. ,

i.

Notice

Clalmnnt names as witnesses:

Harve Dooley. Ruble Falrcloth. George W.
Bice, nenjamln L. Cooper, all of Elklns, N

'

GEYER

Jlg--

fh,n.

BE A LAWYER

DAVID

t'lPti,

Land Office at Rosw'Cll, S. 1. June 17. 1913.
Notice ia hereby given that Karl L.Love,
of Elklns, N. M. who. on Jnne 11. 1909. Blade
II. E. Scr. No. 018815. for BWK, Sec. 17; and
on Oct. 12. 1910, made add. entry Serial No.
.34k:. for SF.W. Sec. 18. Two. 7 S. Range tx
Claimjtnt names as witnesses:
v. Miller. Columbus D. Cave, JesseE., N. M. P. Meridinn. has filed notice of in
Proof, to estab- Cove. George C. Cooper, all of Elklns. N. M.
tention to make three-yen- r
lish clslm to the land above described, before
T. C. TILLvraow. negwicr
l
Commissioner In his office
J. F. Ourn.ll, U.
at Elklns. N. M. on Aug. 4, 1918.
(or Publication.

X

mi
I

C1rtrtint namea ns witnesses:

Harry W. Fnircioth. WUllam
Kuby
W P.oudfit. Of Vtt C. Cooper, all of Elkltis,
J, C. TILIX)TRON.
N. M.

Register. Land

J1I-A-

r

8

to establish claim to the land abwvt describe
before J. F. Carroll, U. S. Commissioner. It
W office at Elklns, N. M. on August to, 1413.

Claimant names as witnesses:
James F. Keller, Thomas J. Keller, Robert

.

non-coa-

iw

Department of the Interior, IT. ft
Land Office at UoaweD, N, it, July 2, 19I3V
oiise'i
N..HA M herebr irhten that Jrb V. Carroll,
Department of the Interior, U. 8.
Mkfrti,- N. M. who, on April 26,1911. made
rf
Land Office at Roswell. N. M. July 7, 1913.
. Serial No. 021705.
for HEM hee.
In hereby given
Ely A. McCul- - Add'l. H,

,

We twant the
name of every
younjj man
is amblUottd to

N'oHlce is hereby given that James- A. Hievrte,
made
of Elklns, H. M. who. on May S4,
II. K. Ser. No. 018449, tor NWW. Seo. 33, T
7 8. Range 47 E. N. M. V. Meridian, has Hie
notice of intention to malt three year Proof

Notice for PnMiciitlon.

T
T.
Department of the Interior. IT. S. Land Of
Register.
made It. K, Scr. Nn,0S;81. for KH Sec Hce at Kort Sumner, N, M. May 17, 1913. '
ffhqsieian & ifurgeoit, and ffrep. i f
1. Twp. 7 B, Range 3fi K., N'. M. P. Meridlnn.
Notice la hereby given that Joseph O
has dle.l notice of Irttentiori to ntnlie three Hlncltfoi-dNOTICE FOB PUBLICATION.
of Klldn, N. M. Route t, who. on
She Pienna Bruqslere.
year Proof, to establish claim to the land Nov. 7. 1910, made Add. H. E. Ser. No. OH9hO,
0S3414
above described, before C. M, Toombs, U. for SEM, Section 34. Twp, 4 S., Range, 30 E.,
Department of the Interior. U. S
tore, ?rezk S)rugz d 'CkemloaU.
CommlSKtoner, In bli olTlce rft Hlchliind, N. Mi P. Meridian, has tiled notice of intention
Land Office at Roswell, N. M.. June 26, 1913.
to make three-yenProof, to establish claim
kinds ffatent Sltedteinea d died Rem N. M. ort AUg.4, 1013.
Notice is hereby given that George A.
Claimant n&nm as wltneaed:
Itir.d
to the
above described, before Dan ('.
of Redland, N. M. who, on Nov. 17.
t&ie. dtathttertf. Rubber itcdt aW Kilns F. Beetnabi .tames 1. lie Its. John tV. SarageilTiSi f'otilinlrwidrleri In his Office at Corder,
for EH.
1910. made H. E. Ser. No. 023C44.
Httttalh Charles S. Peek, all of Ricblhbd, N. Kenna. N; M; on the SKnd day of July 1913."
Section tl, Twp. t 8.. Range 3710., N. M. P.
Seilet irtleles.
M.
T, C, Tillotson,
Claimant names as witnesses;
Meridian, has llleft notice of Intention to
IleglMter.
proof, to establish clnlm to
Oliver Powell Wllllnm C. Macklin, both of make three-yea- r
Xenna, - - Vlt.
Elida. X. M.i William 11. Cooper, Joseph A the land above described, before Will A.
Notice for I'tibllcation.
Cooper, both of Kchna.N. MT""'
Palmer. IT. S. Commissioner, in his office
16475
l
F. s.
'
r. Henry: Register. near Redland, N. M. on NEW NEW. Sec. 10.
Department of the Inferior, U. S. Land
Twp. 6 S., Range 37 !., X. M. P. M. on Aug.
Office at Kort Sumner, N. M. June 3, 1013.
30, 1913.
Notice fur rtJbllcatloa. '
Notice la hereby given that Columbua G.
l
03955
P. S.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Stroud, of Olive. N. M. who on May to, 1909. Department of
Mvtio
.the Interior, U. S. Land Henry C. Bnteler. Joseph M. McOaha. these
made additional H E. No. 08475, for XFM, Office at Fort Sumner,- N, M.
May S6, 1913.
Allie N. M.. John R. Corder, James B.
Sec. 11. Tp. 4 S Rnnge 8 K. X. M. P. Me
Notice Is hereby given that Lafona L. of
Redlond, N. M.
ridinn, has Hied notice of Intention to make Cadenhead, of Kenna, N. M. who, on Feb-- II. Collins, these of
T. C. TiLLOTSOR. Register
15
J
three year Proof, to establish claim to the 1907, made H. E. No. 0S955, for SH SW!f,
land above described, before Dan C. Savage, Section 38. Twp S S., Range 30 E.. N. M. P
Notice for Publication.
IT. S. Commissioner,
In his office at Kenna,
Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make
tf:07
hnd we want to hear lrom ev- N. M. on August 1. 1913.
live year proof, to establish claim to the
ery business man who wishes
Claimant names ns witnesses:
Department of the Interior, U. S.
land above described, before Dun C, Savage
that be knew BUSINESS LAW. George A. Mnlono of Kenna, N M. John U. S. Commissioner. In his office, al Kenna, Land Office at Roswell, N. M. June 36, 1413
Writ tAmy mmi
Ull yo haw wa have aaada lawyara
Schlrck. Clyde B. Peters. Clarence W. Long, N. M. on Julr S6. 1913
Noilce is hereby given that James U. Collins,
rt l kaadradi
f yaaaf mm
mU Hfca jmu, ami
anljav4
C. C. Henry,
all of Olive, X. M.
haalaaa ata with UCaI (ralalac .hat aaa tMa al InatmN
Claimant names as witnesses:
of Redland, N. M. who, on Oct. 17. 1410, made
hmmM U Uaai. TaU 8hoa( faaad4 Ct
haa
mft
l
Register.
Charles W. A.vers, John R. Holm an. John H. E. Serial No. 033507, for SWK Section 13;
awry itata la
raauatac wh aava paatctl bar fxaattaslleaa lafm
A. Kimmons, Joe R. Evans, all of Kenna, N. NW!. Section 24, Township B S.. Range 37
aU.4- - Coanti d m by Bwa, Bar, a Bttrtawt Ma,
- for
f
I
PaIUm
XolIce.f
Publication.
iViiinlil.
alnt
'.
M.
V. Henry.
E.. N. M. P. Meridian, has tiled notice of inOouna whlra HI for practlc. aii4
mW fT THFTl Law
026830
(J) our Oomplrta, PractlcaL OuilnaM
Register. tention to make three-yea- r
proof, to establish
Law Oouras for BulnM Mvo, flutt
S,
Department of the Interior, U.
chiiin to the lend above described, before
out about the low cfi, mn& m bW
XOTICK
FOII
I'l'DMC.iTIOX
aallr yon fla obtain a thorough
Land OlTlce at Roswell, N. M. June tl, 1913.
Will A. Palmer. U. S Commissioner, in his
oC th Law wfilla eoiiUou-LNE'4,
your prMeat work. iMyTcnuit
Notice is hereby given that Clyde Harding,
.7 knowledi
office, near liedliind. N. M. on NK
4n4
totey
lav kaaaBa aUIt
Bb4
of the Interior, IT. 8 Sec.10, Twp, 8 S. I.'ange 37 K. N. M. P. M. on
of Richland. N. M, who. on Jan. 9. 1913. made Department
Hat al aaaaoaafal vradaataa all ovr Iho
II. K. Ser. No. 0S8KW. for Nj, Seo.
Twp Land Office at Roswell, N. M. June 17. 1913. August 20, 1913.
Q, I. who
raapa4 taalr anportanltf
hj aaa aMwartns aa ad llaa lain!
S.. Range 35 R., N, M. P. Meridian, has filed Notice is hereby given that Reeve A. Cooke,
Claimant names as witnesses:
HI ftPllSDl C6RRK80MDbJ.CI
notice of intention to make three year Proof, of Judson, N. M., who, on Sept. 30, 1912, made
ttCHonii or Lw
Henry C. Boteler, Joseph M Mottuha, these
4M AoMrliM
illat, Wtratt, aUm to establish claim to the land above de- H. E. Ser. No. 03619, for Lots 1 and 1, XE!;
of Allle, N. M. John 11. Coiner. George A.
scribed, before C. E. Toombs. U. S. Com and EH SEX. See. 30, Township 6 8., Range Corder,
these of Redland. N M.
missioner, In his office at Rlchlund N- M. on 34 E.. N. M. P. Meridian, has tiled notice of in
T. C. Tillotson, Register.
J18 A13
August 0, 1913.
Proof, to estab
tention to make three-yeaL.
llsh claim to the land above described, be
Claimant names as witnesses:
N0TIIK FOIt PUBLICATION.
Lewis H. FawSninuel M. Ileeman, Lorenzfi fore Dan V. Savage, U. S. Commissioner, In
LAND OFFICE PRACTICE
023633
his office at Kenna, N, M, on Aug. 4, 1913,
D. Young, T, Lre Ileeman,' all of Richland,
A SPECIALTY.
Department of the Interior, U. 8.
N. M.
T. C. Tiixothow,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Millard C. linker, Fred W, Davis, these of Land office at Roswell. N, M.. July 14, 1913,
Register.
Off lea In Rimom Block
Notice is hereby given that Monroe E.
Kobe. N. M. Louis Q. Gross, of Thornbam. X.
N. M.
ROSWELL,
NOTICE FOn Pllll.ICATIOV.
M. James W. Taylor, of Judson, N. M.
of Redland. N. M. who, on Oct. 29, 1910.
l
0835!
P. S.
i
Register.
mode H. E. Ser. No. OS:i33. for Lots
T. O. T1M.OT80N.
Department of the Interior, U. 8. Land
See. 1: and N.I3 N'l. Seo. 13. Township IS.,
NOTICE FOIt PUBLICATION.
Runge 37 E yN. M. P. Meridinn, has filed
Office at Port Sumner.. N. M. May S3, 1913
Proof,
010475
notice of Intention to make three-yenNotice la hereby given Hint Kdoh M.
pOOOCGOCtOOOOOOCOOOOOOOOOQt
of Kenna, N. M.. who. on May 11
Department of the Interior. TJ. S. to establish claim to the land above de1909. made Add. H. K. No. 08353, for Lots 3 and
scribed, before Will A, Palmer, U. 8. ComL.
j
Land Office at Roswell, N. M. June t3, 1913.
near Redland, N. M..
4andSR!4 SWK, Seo. 7: and Lot I. See. IK.
Notice is hereby given that William Balrd. missioner, in bis office,
Twp. 4S.. Range t4 E.. N. M. P. Meridlon, of Kenna. N. M., who, on Sept. I, 90tl. made on NE(4 NESi, Seo. 10. Twp. 6 S. Runge 37 E.
has filed notice of Intention to make tbree H. K. No. 9044. Ser. No. 0IOH75. for NEK, Seo. N. M. P. M. on August 1H. 1913.
-- NORTH 8ID- K8 year Proof, to establish claim to thn land St,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Twp. 8 8., Range 31 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
described, before Dan C. Savage, U. S. has filed notice of intention to make
I
r
Hlrum S. Urown. Carl S. Turner, Grover C.
Agent for the' Panhandle Steam
X above
Commissioner, In bis office, at Kenna, N. M. Proof, to
establish claim to tbe land above Griffin. John G. Cox, all of Redland. N. M.
1 Laundry,
f Amarllto, Texas 0 on the !3rd day or July 1913.
15
T. C. Tillotson. Register,
J
described, before Dan C. Savage. U. 9. Com( Phon.
No 13 X
Clolinaut names as witnesses:
missioner, in his office, at Kenna, N. M., on
Notice for Publication.
John Schlrck. Chester C. Cloppert. both of Aug. 4, 1913.
026579
Claimant names as witnesses:
0;ive. N. M. John X. Klmmons, Willie A. Fry
C. C. Henry,
both of Kenna. N. M.
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Robert L. Scott, Pink L. Clubb, James Clubb.
Register.
Jll .1)18
John A. Reavers, allot Kenna, X, M.
Land Office at Roawell, N. M. July 7.1413.
I
T. C. Tillotson, Register.
Notice is hereby given ihut Samuel
Publication.
Notice for
of New Hope, N. M. who, on Oct.
t
SUCCEED
UCKDl
0!11S9
Notice for Publlcntlon.
S0S
1913, made H. E. Ser. No. 026579, for NKtfi
02678
Department of the Interior, 17. S.
E!4 NWM, NWhi NW', NEW SE', Seo. 22,
JHW t V.ll N.w BaiaM, A trial will '
Department of the Interior, IT. 8. Twp. 6 S., Range 35 K., N. M. P. Meridian
Land Office at Roswell, X. M. July 10. 1413.
luaka vou our iermauut oiutouier.
Notice Is hereby given thst Henry C.
has filed notice or intention to make three
Land Office at Roswell. N. M. July 14, 1413.
collection
Valley View. N. M. who. on Deo.
Notice is hereby given that Martha I. yeur Proof, to establish claim to tin land
11 tit flisw Tri, f selenaiii : ou.
be
m
fcit atTineiinuiali.
Ueai
tl. 14rt9, made H. K. Ser. No. 0211t9. for EH Smlthee, of New Hope, N. M. who, on Oct. above described, before C. E. Toombs. U. S.
Section 3, Township 7 S., Itane ri K., N. M. 2".
made H. E. Serial No. 020578. for Commissioner, in bis office at New Hope, N.
Paper.
this
1
Mention
Writ
P. Meridian, haa Hied notice of Intention to NH fee. 13, Townships 8., Range 35 E N. M. on August 19, 1913.
make three year Proof, to establish claim M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of Intention
Claimant names as witnesses:
to the land above described, before Dun CI. 10 make three-yea- r
Proof, to establish claim
10 CENTS
Edwin F. Oilman, of None, X. M. Kdgar J.
SEND
Savage. U. 8. Commissioner, in his office at to the land above described, before C. E. Strawn. Joseph W. Hullew. these of New
an4 racalv this Tluib1
toovt
a4 paakinf
aouacwoa of
pwiiMia, ioruwr wiid my oig
Kenna. N. M. on August 18. 1413,
Toombs, U. S. Commissioner, in his office at Hope. N. M. James W. Taylor, of Judson N.
t In
tlvo, Koatnllftal hr4a and J'tont liokt
runu,
naou
ato.
aaiat tui
km IHUI varittiM of baaoc,
New Hope. N. M. on August 19, 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses: '
T. C. TlIxoTrs,
M.
Register.
William W. Hrucken. James K. McCabe,
J18A15
Claimant names as witnesses:'
these o f Valley View, N. M. Willie II. Cryer,
Oilman. Edgar J. Strawn. Joseph
Edwin
F.
i"VA, j. v
r'. :
Edward C. McCriwn, these of Route 3. Hilda, W. Ballew, tbeae of New Hope. N. M. James
Legal Blanks printed nntl for
T. C, Tillotson.
N. M.
'A""
W. Taylor yf Judson, N.M.
I
'....
1
pa
"
T, P. Tii.iotsox, Register
the Kenna Record.
Reglsfer.
,

018 !M

Department of th Interior. IT. S.
Land Office at Roswell, f. M July 12, 1913.

-

1112.

M

AOTIUE rOK ITULIt'ATION,

1

XT.

Land Office at Roswell, N. M.
ro Robert P. Chapman of
Vcw M ex I imi, i!oniclee!
You nre hereby notified Hint Mury S. Hoop-- r
who givea Knnger Lake. New Mexico, ns
"il iost office address, flirt on April 29. 1913.
tie In this oftlce his duly corroborated appll-mtlo- n
to contest ond secure the cancella-tloof your homestead entry Serial No.
11874.1. mode March 1. 19of, tor NVK, See.
1! finite 31 E. N. M.
13. Twp.lt f
I. Meridian,
and ns grounds lor his contest he alleges
that gnld entrymnn never made settlement
on gnld hnmestend nor established his rest
dence thereof, bill wholly nhnnflnrieri. th6
ld allegations

EXCURSIONS

'

ly

010844

Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Howell. X. M. June 27. 1918.
Notice is Jiereby given that Joseph A.
of Kenna, N. M. who, on Aug. 17. 1906.
made H. E. No. 8744. Ser. No. 010844. for NEW
Sec. 11, Twp. 6 S.. Range 82 K. X. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make

Proof, to establish claim to tbe

Mve-jea- r

land above described, before Dan C. Savage
U. S. Commissioner, in his office at Kenna.
N. M. on August 13. 1913.

Claimant

names

as witnesses:

VT.
Oza P. Butler. James T. Butler. JoUa
Pounds John H. Lee, all of Elida. N.
JH-A-

T.

8

V.

Tillotson. Register.

Kansas City Stock Yards, Jul
14, 1013.

Cattle receipts were

better distributed through last
week than usual, and dealers
say it lienefitted prices. They
would like to see cattle come in
that way every week. Graes
cattle, which have been; selling
75 cents to 1. 50 higher than a
year ago, declined 15 to 25 cents
last week, while feed cattle, both
steers and she stuff, which have

been selling 50 cents to a dollar
lower than a year ago, got a
seasonable advance of 15 to 25
cents. Stickers and feeders lost
their gain of the first of the
weekQuarantine cattle acted
indepententof the general mat-ke- t,
and also 25 to 40 cents higher all around Killers have gotten a line on how the grass
quaiantines are killing, and are
not afraid of them. Supply
here today is 17,000 cattle, in.
eluding 226 car loads of quanan-tin- e
cattle, and receipts weie
liberal at other points. ' Fed cat-ti- e
are alout steady today, top
steers 8.85, giassers 10 to 20
lower.
-

Brother's

Slap Cost Him

$1,000,000

Atlantic City. N. Y., July 14
In the hearing of the case
growing out of the fight to secure the j$l,000,000 estate of
Mrs. Jane Fortescue, here todaj',
it developed that the reason Mrs
Fortescue left her fori line' to
Armond T. Nichols, her secretary, instead of her brother William was because the brother
gave her a black eye ""nearly
twenty yeart ago, hence sister
and brother had not spoken
froui ihatiiiue until I he day of
Mrs. Foitescae'b death.
Legal Blanks printed and for
sale hv the Kenna Rwordu.

Matrimonial bonds are taxable, but
not negotiable.
Yes, Cordelia, the artist's favorite
color Is long green.

BLOTTER

FITS POCKET

PRBTTY PRESENT FOR MAN WHO

POPULAR

IN FRENCH

CAPITAL

Child's Frock With Short Waist Real'
ly Is One of the Prettiest of the
Models Offered.

DOE8 MUCH TRAVELING.

very pretty model for a child's
frock of marquisette or batiste Is this
suggestion. This
frock has the extremely
short
A

Mrs.Wlnslow'a Boothltif Byrap for CMldraa
Mcthlny, aorMBt tb (rnm, redurcs tnflmm-JM,ll- rt
pln,cnr wind aollo&o a botU4r
fcs

Convenient

Some people are almost as stuck up
thottgh they had been tarred and

be Done"
It. Is Impossible to maintain
health and strength if you
allow the stomach to become

weak, the liver sluggish and
the bowels constipated, but
you can guard against such
troubles by the dally use of

Article

Probably

waist which

Users of Fountain Pens.

feeAhered.

"it
Can't

Little

Be Appreciated Most by
Those Who Are Constant

Will

This blotter wilt take up very little
more space In k pocket than an envelope of a commercial size.
Users of fountain pens will find It
extremely useful, and it is quite simple to make. In constructing it, in
the first place a piece of thick cardboard five Inches in length and three
inches in width will be required, and
that side which is to form the back
of the blotter must be covered with
thin silk.
This can be easily done by cutting
out a piece of silk somewhat larger
than the cardboard, turning it over at
the edges snd fastening it down with
liquid glue or some other strong ad
hesive.
The corners, under which the sheets
of blotting paper are to be slipped,

DITTERS

True greatness Is possessed only by
the man who deserves the good opinion he has tit himself.

Explained.
"The maid said you were out, yet
I saw you at an upstairs window."
"She meant I was out of sorts."
Naturally 60.
,
"Is JlmBon's role in the play, of a
butcher, a good one?"
"Net much; only
Bicycles Popular In France. '
From statistics for 1912, prepared
by the Cycle and Automobile Manufacturers' association of France, It Is reported that there were at the close of
that year 89,185 motor cars, 28,641 motorcycles and 2,989,985 bicycles in use
In France.
This represents, for the
population of France, one automobile
tor every 600 Inhabitants, one bicycle
for every 10 and one motorcycle for
every 1,882. Ten years ago there
was one motorcycle for every 2,000 In
habitants and one bicycle for every 30
persons. The department of the Seine,
In which Paris is situated, has 21,494
automobiles and 304,866 bicycles.
Between 1910 and 1911 there was
the enormous increase of 300,000 bicycles. Iu 1899 there were In France
only 1,762 automobile, wbereas In
1912 the figure rose to 89,185. It Is
estimated that from 1,800 to 2,000 foreign-made
cars are sold in France every year. The French manufacturers
build the remainder sold In France,
estimated by the association as being
12,000 to. 15,000 last year.
FOUND A WAY
To Be Clear of Coffee Troubles.

Husband and myself both had the
coffee habit, and finally his stomach
and kidneys got In such a bad condition that he was compelled to give up
a good position that he had held for

years. He was too sick to work. His
akin was yellow, and there didn't
seem to be an organ in bis body that
was not affected.
"I told him I felt sure his sickness
was due to coffee and after some discussion he decided to give it up.
"It was a struggle, because of the
powerful habit. One day we heard
about Postum and concluded to try it
and then It was easy to leave off
coffee.
"His fearful headaches grew less
frequent, his complexion began to
clear, kidneys grew better until at last
be was a new man altogether, as a result of leaving off coffee and taking up
Postum. Then I began to drink It too.
"Although I was never, as bad off as
my husband, I was always very nervous and never at any tlmeVvery
strong, only weighing 95 lbs. before 1
began to use Postum. Now I weigh
115 lbs. and can do as much work as
anyone my size, I think."
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Creek, Mich. Write tor booklet, "The
Road to Wellvllle."
Postum comes In two forms.
Regular Postum (must be boiled.)
Instant Postum doesn't.require boiling, but Is prepared Instantly by stirring a level teaspoonfuMn an ordinary
cup cf hot water, which makes It right
for most persons.
A big cup requires more and some
people who like strong things put In a
heaping spoonful and temper It with a
large supply of cream.
Experiment until you know the
amount that pleases your palate and
have It served that way In the future.
There's a Reason" for Postum.

io

1

RED GROWING IN POPULARITY

HOSTETTER'S
STOMACH

French designers
exploit when they
are not offering a
model
with an
extremely long
waist The skirt
Joins the waist
beneath a band of
embroidery
fine
which continues
to the skirt hem
on the left side.
A narrow pleat'
Ing of the batiste
is placed as a
band about the bottom of the skirt
The embroidery finishes the sleeves
while the round neck is outlined by a
pleated frill of the batiste. A knot of
rose ribbon worn to the left of the
front adds a touch of color to the
frock.

In All Its Nuances

creases

In

Rich Shade In
Favor as the 8eason
Advances.

Instead of the craze for red being
on the wane it seems to Increase.
The softness of the dye lr what makes
It transparent and lovely. Otherwise
it would be Impossible. In ruby, cher
ry, brick and any of the darker tones
it is fascinating, while in flame, watermelon, primrose, coral, it is more
still.
seductive
aa
r r
'lit u
Salmon Is a tone that has but re
cently arrived. It has become popu"2
lar because of Its vivid tone, pink
Itself being too dull to suit the exigencies of the moment Shrimp Is a dye,
too, that is popular. But( (ike all the
rest. It must be In supple rich silk or
satin, or In moussellne de sole. The
big sashes that are known as the "Dl- rectolre," (though they are not real
ly so), form a kind of draping at the
side or back, and at present appear
to be falling oft In favor. I saw half
a dozen frocks for a Dublin bride tomay be fastened in position, and they day, made on the Rue de la Palx, and
are made of strips of kid (plenty of there was not a sash on any of them.
material will be found In an old kid
Exchange.
glove) of the shape shown in diagram
B. The kid must be folded at the
NEWEST BATHING SUIT
points indicated by the dotted lines,
and the two portions marked C and C
glued to the board, and when dry, two
or three sheets of blotting paper cut
to fit can be slipped Into the corners
so made.
The blotter Is furnished with a fold
over flap, lined with soft silk and
edged with a fine silk cord, which is
carried Into a leop in front for the
purpose of securing it to the small
barrel button,' sewn on to the lower
part of the case.
Diagram A shows the flap drawn
over the blotting paper, and fastened
down, and Initials of the Owner can be
worked upon the exterior where lndl
cated.
1

BANDEAU HAT HERE TO STAY

The remarkable success whloh has
has been
Ittended the sale of Coca-Col- a
Explained In many different ways. Some
"good
advertisARE THE M08T PROMISING FOR have attributed it to
ing;" others to "efficient management,"
MANY YEAR81
others, to Its "delicious flavor" and still
fact that It was the first la
The deepest interest Is attached to others to the"trade-marked"
of
soft drinks.
the condition of the grain crops In theIn field
connection, the opinion of a
this
Western Canada, especially among manufacturing chemist who has analys
the thousands In the United States ed Coca-Coland studied its history for
who are financially Interested In lands many years, will prove Interesting. He
In that country. Thie interest is fully attributes the popularity of the drink
as great - among ' those who have In large part to its quality Of refreshfriends there following farming and ing both mind and body without producing any subsequent depression.
the growing of grain.
points out the fact that the chemical
The reports from Canadian govern- He
is practically
of Coca-Colment Officials convey the Information composition
Identical with that of coffee and tea
year
crop
Under
In (with sugar added) the only material
this
that the area
the provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchedifference being the absence Of tannlo
.
wan and Alberta will probably be no acid from
He points to the
greater than that of last year. Last laboratory experiments of Dr. Holllng-wort- h
of Columbia University and of
fall the Weather was such that there
was not as much fall plowing as had Dr. H. C. Wood, Jr. of Philadelphia
that the
been hoped for. The getting ready of which prove conclusively
beverages (coffee, tea,
land this spring made a considerable Coca-Coletc.) relieve mental and musportion of the grain late In seeding. cular fatigue by rendering the nerves
Notwithstanding this, wheat, oats, and muscles more responsive to the
barley and flax were got In In good will, thus diminishing the resistance
shape, although from a week to ten produced by fatigue. These experidays later than last year. On the ments also demonstrate the fact that
27th of June the reports regarding the caffeine group of beverages differ
that the use of
crop conditions generally In Western from the stimulants In
followed by a period of deis
the
latter
Canada were: "Abundant sunBhlne pression which calls for more stimulawith timely and copious rain through- tion, thus resulting in the formation ot
out Western Canada gives every as a "habit." Adv.
surance of generous harvest. Climatic
conditions in recent weeks have been BENEATH THIS MAN'S DIGNITY
absolutely Ideal. Western correspondents agree in predicting every Indi- Was Willing to Do Much, but Drew
cation of a bumper crop under favorthe Line at Acting as 8eoretary
able conditions.
Wheat should be
to Barnyard Fowl.
out
In Manitoba between July
headed
10th and 12th, and In Saskatchewan
A farmer in one of the neighboring
and Alberta from 15th to 17th. The townships, who had gone into scien
oat crop is looking well, although late tific poultry raising,
hit upon the
and rather short-Istraw."
Scheme of marking each egg with cer
This le followed by a report July tain data in indelible ink. His idea
5th: "Crop conditions continue in was to find which variety of chickens
same satisfactory condition as. last laid
then, when the egga
week. Plenteous rains have fallen all were bestand
hatched, attach a tag to the
over prairie provinces, followed by chicken's legs. He soon found that
general warm and splendid growing his hired man was negligent about
Experts agree
weather.
sufficient properly inscribing the eggs. One day
moisture for many weeks, while crop not an egg was marked, and the farmfs ten to fifteen days late, prospects
er read htm the riot act.
are extremely favorable and condiThe hired man listened In sullen
tional upon reasonable weather for silence until the boss finished. Then
next four weeks. Splendid western
"See here. You'll have to get an
crop is assured."
other man."
There is, therefore, the best reason
"Why, Jim, you're not going to leave
to anticipate most magnificent crops mc, after working tor me for six
throughout Western Canada In 1913.
years?"
Advertisement.
"Yes, I am," returned the hired
man. "I've done all sorts of odd
chores for you without a whimper, but
How to See Through Paper.
A very
experiment I'm durned If I'm going to stay here
remarkable
which any one can repeat with very and be secretary to any durned hen!"
little trouble has been unearthed by a
In the Swim.
German. Take a piece of paper of
society
"This
life is really somesuch thickness that, when it is laid
Here I have been
upon a piece of printed matter, the what tiresome.
in the midst of the big swells "
characters just show through, but can- right
"Ah been to Atlantic City?"
not be read. Placing it over a printed
impart
sheet,
to it a circular motion
It should be a very easy matter to
to and fro, and to your surprise you
They
will find that now you can read the bear other people's burdens.
are always so much lighter than ours.
print below the paper.
It Is rather difficult to explain this
Far Removed Now. .
peculiar effect The explanation of"Dubbs comes from a. Ann family."
fered is that the paper has thin places
"Is that so? Well, he's evidently
In it, and by rapidly moving It over
the print, every part of the printed been on the way a long time."
matter Is exposed In turn underneath
one or the other of the thin places in
the paper, and thus the entire print
can be read. However that may be,
the experiment Is Interesting and very
simple, requiring for its performance
only the simplest means imaginable.
a

a

Coca-Cola-

caffein-

e-containing

?

SAVED FROM

In the Making of Mirrors.
A chemical action of the ultravio-

Every so often the bandeau rises Im
pertinently and tiptilts woman's headgear at a daring angle. Sometimes
this attempted uprising on the part
of hatbrims Is sternly quelled by the
refusal of womankind in general to
accept the style. Such was the case
last spring and the spring before that,
but this year the bandeau really
seems to have established a place for
itself in millinery, and the latest models from Paris milliners show ban
deaus under the brim at the back, the
hat tipping forward over the face and
shading the eyes. This achieves, of
course, an entirely new line, for the
trend of trimmings and shapes has
been backward and downward at the
back and pointing downward over the
nose will accomplish a metamorphosis
In millinery If the bandeau Idea takes

There Is a certain dignity about the
new beach suit with a high Medici
collar of exquisite band embroidery
and lace and draped skirt that Is
made attractive against a background
of blue skirt and sandy beach. This
particular model is developed In
Btrlped satin In rich Roman colorings.

d

h

forget--

me-nots

I

let rays, applicable to the making of
mirrors, was recently demonstrated
at the French Academy of Sciences.
This action consists' in decomposing
gaseous metallic compounds and precipitating the metal in finely divided
particles on glass to form a reflecting
surface. By this method It is possible
to produce mirrors backed by a
layers of zinc, antimony and
other nonpreclous metals. It Is said
that- - the result compares favorably
with the silvered mirror. Popular
Mechanics.

Daisy Wedding.
A clever idea for a summer wedding is the daisy wedding, for which
that flower forms the decorative
scheme, and daisy chains are festooned over windows and arched door,
ways, and arranged In other artlatla
designs throughout the house. Th
bride should be gowned in white,
and should carry a bouquet of daisies.
The bridesmaids should be attired in
yellow, with hats to match, and carry
big daisy bouquets.

Real Diplomacy.
In the silk department a woman was
In great agitation. She had bought a
remnant, found she couldn't
use it and wanted it taken back. She
was in fear and trembling, and ready
to get much excited if they wouldn't.
But they did. "You wonder-wh-y
we
exchanged that?" asked the buyer.
"True, we may not be able to sell It
again, for she's had it a week, but if
we didn't she might never come in
the store again. Some are so easily
offended. Didn't you see how pleased
she was? She might give us a big
order now. Yes, women are queer.
Some day I'm going to write a book
about 'em."

Woman and th Fly Pest
Doctors, renerally, and specialized
boards of health have done much to
bring home the danger that lurks
within the forepaws of the common
house fly, but In the end it is a woman's fight. Each woman must try to
rid her own home of the pests and
appeal to her politician brother's
sense of public duty to have the
places cleaned up. Womao'i
World.

Warm Enough?
While coaching a class of children
for a little play, the teacher told the
boys that In the third act they would
have to wear their heavy overcoats
as that would be the snow scene. Af
ter a short silence a little fellow about
seven years old raised his hand and
said:
"Teacher, father can't finish
my overcoat In time because he workt
late; but will It be all right If I weai
my heavy underwear?"

A

hold.

rut

HOW COCA COLA REFRESHES.

OPERATIONS

Millinery Idea Seems to Have Won
Permanent Place, After Many
Unsuccessful Attempts.

Two or three bandeau hats, displayed In a Washington window, attracted much attention. One was a
tiny affair of black Milan with a bit
of a brim turning down at the front
and on one side. The low crown was
elliptical In shape and was Just high
enough to fit over the bat All around
this pert little hat- went a wreath of
"black-eyeSusans," and from the
bandeau, set under the brim at the
back, depended streamers of buff rib'
bon, edged with a plcot border of
black.
The other bandeau model was an
leghorn "flat," which
banwas tipped forward on a two-incdeau covered with blue moire ribbon
Streamers of the blue moire floated
from the bandeau and masses of
formed a low crown on
leghorn shape. At
the
the front, a little cluster of heliotrope
added a charming bit of color oon

IN
CROP CONDITIONS
WESTERN
CANADA

Two Women Tell How They
Escaped theSurgeon'sKnife
by Taking Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's

Vegetable
Compound.
Ewarthmore, Penn.
" For fifteen
ears I suffered untold agony, and for
one penoa 01 nearly
two years I hadhem-orrhag- es

and the

uA- -

Mi

doctors told me I
would have to undergo an operation,
but I began taking;
Lydia E. Pinkham'a

35-ce-

--- .

Dound

1

i good

...

and am In

I
the
T.lfa

health now.

H'WSfr.aa.l am all over

Chnntra tit
ind
cannot praise your Vegetable Compound
too highly. Every woman should taka
it at that time. I recommend It to
both old and young for female trou-

bles."

Mrs.

Emily Summersgjll

Ewarthmore, Pa.
Baltimore, Md. " My troubles began
with the loss of a child, and I had hemorrhages for four months. The doctors
said an operation waa necessary, but
I
dreaded it and decided to try Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. The
medicine has made me a well woman and
I feel strong and do my own work."
Mrs. J. R. Picking, 1260 Sargent St,
Baltimore, Md.
Since we guarantee that all testimonials which we publish are genuine, is it
not fair to suppose that if Lydia E. Pink-haVegetable Compound has the virtue to help these women it will help any
other woman who is suffering In a like
manner T

USE FOR THE HARROW
Important Implement In Preventing Escape of Moisture.
Soma Authorities Claim When Surface
la 8mooth It Does. Net Hold Snow
as Well aa When Left Rough
Other Facta.

j

(By PROF.

.

THOMAS SHAW.)

It would aeem correct to Bay that no
Implement ia so patent to prevent the
acape of moisture from the soil as the
barrow. The ways in which It may be
used to effect this end are fa any.
These Include the harrowing of 'summer fallow land, autumn plowed land,
land that Is plowed late In the spring
for Immediate sowing and land that
has been sown to grain both autumn
and spring.
Summer fallowed land should be
first compressed as soon as It Is
plowed. It Is then at once harrowed
when the management Is .what Is
should be. The harrowing makes a
dust mulch. This mulch of fine earth
dries out to the extent of one or two
Inches. When moisture ascends from
below, as it always does,, on the principle of capllarlty. It cannot pass this
dust mulch. But when rain falls In
sufficient quantity It passes down
through this dust mulch to the moist
soil below and destroys its effectiveness. In order to again be effective
It must be renewed, and In order to renew It the harrow must be again
used. The best time to use it is as
soon as the harrow can be used on the,
soil without the earth adhering to it.
If It Is not then run over the ground,
the surface soil will contract in drying, with the result that numerous
cracks or Assures will appear in it,
and through these the moiBture will at
once begin to escape from below. By
harrowing at such a time the dust
mulch will be renewed. Such renewal must be given after each rain of
sufficient volume to destroy the dust
mulch. This may not call for many
borrowings, as such rains are not very
frequent in dry areas.
When land Is plowed in the autumn
It should usually be harrowed quite
soon after It is plowed. Some authorl- ties object to such harrowing. They
say that when the surface is thus
made smooth it does not hold the
snow so well as when it is left rough,
as the furrows are by the plow. There
Is some force in the objection. But
when the land is left thus rough It
dries out more than if it were impacted with the harrow, --to the spring the
ridges on the crest of the furrows dry
out more than would be possible if the
land were smoothed and impacted
with the harrow. This is true of those
ridges both fall and spring. It would
seem reasonable to claim, therefore,
that there is a distinctive advantage
land.
frqm harrowing autumn-ploweLand that blows may make an except
tlon to this rule.
When land is plowed late in the
spring for a crop of millet or other
crop that should be sown late, It is
always important that it shall be harrowed at once. It is important for the
reason that the moisture escapes very
readily from such land at such a time.
So rapidly will it escape, especially
from near the surface, that it will
soon become so dry that seed sown
on it will not germinate, and when it
does not, of course the result is crop
failure, and thaa failure may be so
complete as to be total.
The harrow may be used with advantage on crops sown both in the autumn and in the spring in dry areas.
When sown in the autumn good results will usually follow from running
the harrow over the land when the
grain is Just beginning to appear. The
harrow should usually be of the adjustable type. That means that it
should be of a type that will admit of
tilting the teeth backward at any
slant that may be desired.
d

Protect Our Birds.

Insects cause us an estimated loss
of $700,000,000 a year In agricultural
products now. A long study of the
food of birds shows that this Iobs
would be much greater were it not
for our feathered friends, and that
even the hawk and owl spent most
of their time In pursuit of Insects,
mice and other injurious animals. The
stomach of one bird examined contained 1,900 small insects of a kind
very destructive to fruit trees.
Increased Onion Culture,
In the leading onion growing section there, is talk of
acreage this year. The profit
seemed to have been fairly good last
year, and the behavior of ihe onion
market certainly compares well with
that of the potato specialty.
-

.

-

Demand Regulates Price.
Cheaper feeds do not seem to make
so very much difference in the price
of butter. This is one commodity the
value' of which is determined by the
demand as much as by the cost of
production. The cheaper the feed the
profit.
KTMtcr

LIFE SAVED

LETTER "M"

BY

Great Lawyer, With Lightning Quickness, Saw Point That Resulted
In Freedom for Client.

Children Cry For

:

Has picturesqueness departed from
the btrr? Either the lawyers of today
cling too tenaciously to what is simply
practical or else the reports of trials
smlt themost Interesting features. It
was not always so.
"Thaddeus Stevens once saved a
man's life by a single letter. He was
defending a prisoner indicted for murder, and the chief witness against the
culpiit testified that he had heard him
exclaim: "By God, I have shot him."
The great Stevens insisted that
maybe the prisoner had said: "My
God. I have shot him."
The change of the letter "B" to an
"M" in the first word of each sentence
would make a mighty difference, since
the latter expression might 'be one of
surprise or exclamation over an accidental shooting. The witness
that perhaps the prisoner had
said "my" instead of "by," and the
' j
Jury freed him.
This was the Stefers who years before had saved $300 to buy law books
and then spent it to purchase freedom
for a slave boy whom he chanced to
see upon an auction block. It was
also the same Stevens who was responsible for the impeachment of
President Andrew Johnson. Columbus Dispatch.
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What is CASTOR! A

mi Not Narcotic.

Castorfa Is a harmless snbstltuto for Castor Oil, Pare
gorlc, Drops and Soothing Sjrnpg. It is pleasant. 16
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Is'arcutlo
substance. Its ape is its guarantee. It detttroyg Worms
and allays Feverishncss. For more than thirty years it
lias been in constant use for the relief of Constipation,
Flatulency, "Wind Colic, all Teething' Troubles and
Diarrhoea.
It reflates the Stomach and Dowels,
giving healthy and natural sleep.
assimilates the Food,
The Children's Panacea The Mother's Frlead.
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'IN WATER BLISTERS

748 Congress St., Chicago, 111. "My
eczema broke out like little water
blisters. Each one was full of water
and would itch until I would scratch
it open, then the water would run out
and it would get sore. I first got the
eczema on the back of the hand and I
scratched it so hard I made it all sore.
Then I got it on my legs just above
the ankle and above the knee.
"I used what they call
and it
stopped the itch but It got worse.
. In all I had the
Then I used
trouble for about two years. One day
I saw the advertisement of Cuticura
Soap and Ointment in the paper. I
wrote for a sample of Cuticura Soap
and Ointment and I tried them and
then bought some more. Cuticura Soap
and Ointment left my sores nice and
smooth. I used them for six weeks,
and am now cured; the eczema left no
marks." (Signed) P. W. Horrlsch,

Centaur Compass
laz NEW
"YORK.

s'32$ij$!.
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He Had to Say It.
8tudlous Maid Here's a scientist
who says every person has a special
affinity for some tree. What tree do
you suppose is your affinity T
Smitten Youth Yew.

I

The Kind You Have Always Bought

Exact Copy of Wrapper.

HAD

TP BACK UP THE BOSS!

And Really, When You Come to Think
ef It, Rastus May Have Been

Telling the Truth.

-

Divided His Time.
Ministerial duties and lnci easing
dignity have not robbed a certain minister of his cherished boyhood ac
compllshment 'Of making fritters. He
frequently exercises this skill at breakfast time, much to the delight of the
younger members of the family. Edith,
daughter, recently
the
took tea with a member of the congregation. After the silent grace the
little one, looking at her unmarried
hostess, remarked with pity:
"You don't have any one to pray
for you, do you?"
Said one of the ladles present, smiling:
"I suppose your papa prays for you
three times a day."
.
"Oh, no, he doesn't," was the innocent and earnest answer. "He fries
In the morning and prays in the

askatcheivan
Your
Opportunity
Is NOW

They were talking about being
placed in difficult positions the other
afternoon, when Congressman Prank
In the Provlnoe mi
Guernsey of Maine told of the unenSaskatchewan,
viable experience of a party named
Western Canada
RaBtus. Rastus and the man he
Uo Ton desire to get a
worked for were in the corner grocery
Free Homestead o( ISO
A
of that well
store one night, the congressman said,
known WhMt T...H
Tbe area Is becoming norallaullaa
and the topic turned to deer shooting.
lev
no
but
Taluahie.
The employer of Rastus declared he
NKW 1MSTRICTS
haye- recently been opened np for
had shot a buck some time previously,
settlement, and Into thee railroads are now being built. Tba
the ball going through the left hind
da? will noun cuoie wben tbera
will be no
foot and landing in the head Just beland rreexlomoiteadlnc
low the ear. Naturally the crowd
A 8lft Current, Baskatebewaa,
laughed derisively.
farmer
writes: "I came on Bur
homestead.
March 190B. with about
"You may laugh all you please," dell.OUl wortb of horses and machinery,
just gde In cash. Today I
and
clared the man, holding his ground,
acres of wheat, 8U0 acres
have
of oats, and 60 acres of nix." Mot
"but I can prove It by Rastus, there,
bad for si rears, butonir ao Inwho was shooting' with me! Rastus,
stance
of
what mar b done la
Wtiat He Meant.
Wrsiera Canada In Manitoba,
didn't I hit that buck in the left hind
Saskatchewan
or Alberta.
man
as
if
looks
he
lost
"That
had
Send in once for Literature,
foot and back of the ear at the same something.
Maps, Railway Raloa, etc., to
time?"
O. A. COOK.
"Yes; he has lost his wife."
"Yo' shuah did, boss," answered
12$ W. Its STREET. KANSAS CtTT,
"I mean something valuable."
K
Rastus, with no hesitation to speak
Canadian Government Agent, or
address , Ktiporlntamlent of
of. "Yo see It war dls way, gen'men;
lunula-rationOttawa, bn.
Provided.
jes' as de boss go t6 shoot, de buck
you
"Do
ought
believe
to
children
raise his hind foot to scratch his left
be handled with gloves?"
car, an' dat's how It happened."
"Yes, if they're kid gloves."
A moit wonderful healerTor
Looking for the Reward.
PILES, ECZEMA and SKIN ERUPTIONS
A rural school had a pretty girl as
The Man Who Put Ibe For hmI by your UruirPriaU or mallet, to you om
receipt of 2b cent iu suauips. Atldrestt
its teacher, but she was much trouE E s in F E E T
SOVEREIGN MFG. COMPANY. Wichita, Rao,
bled because many of her pupils were
Look for Tbl Trade-MarPl
tur on the Label when buying
late every morning. At last she made
DAISY FLY KILLER XX STtSZ
would
announcement
FOOT-EAshe
kiss
SE
the
that
ALLEN'S
Net, etna, or.
the first pupil to arrive at the school-hous- e
saiiai nam at Tbe Antiseptic Powder for Ten.
D.inental, eon, ealeat.
p. Lasts all
der, Aching Feet. Sold everylru.it.ii.
the next morning. At sunrise
where, :5c. Sample FKEH Addreaa,
s.asea. Mad at
three of the largest boys of her class
ALLEN U. OLMSTED. L Boy, N. Y.
metal, can't spill or tip
were sitting on the door step of the
o.eri will not soil ar
njure aartuleg.
schoolhouse and by 6 o'clock every
Guaranteed effestl.e.
All da1aroreenl
boy" in theschool and four of the dieinreM paid for ll.sa.
rectors were waiting for her to arrive.
AaOLD tOMEKs, 1st DsCalk Are., Breeklra, . T.
Ik nw Whita Strieed Uiiia
Ladles' Home Journal.
four-year-ol- d
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Fair Division.
""She" was making the usual female
search for her purse when the conductor came to collect the fares.
Her companion meditated silently
for a moment then addressing the
other, said:
"Let us divide this, Mabel; you fumble and I'll pay the bill." Harper's
Magazine.
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The Wretchedness
of Constipation
by
quickly be
ff

Biliousness,

Considerate.
"So you wait to become my

ehr

"Y-ye-

sir. That is, if you can
it." Boston Evening Transcript.
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SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Genuine must bear Signature
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lulled Klfttea Army Refutation Shoe Send
for catalogue dcacribing shora adopted by U.
Govt. iuiranteed aa rcpreaente.l or money
refunded.
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ness, and Indigestion. They do their duty.

Frequently you meet benedicks who
look as though their wives had
caught them robbing the Ice chest.

HMtfrt$.W:tja
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PARKER'S

HAIR BALSAM

tolUt prepraHloa of merit.
i!e.i Co rauiu-a-t dandruff.
For RutorinaT Cola --vital
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Prospect of Good "Feed."
"So you are glad to see me, are you,
overcome
Willie?" said the minister who was Can
dining with the family. "Why are you CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS.
gladr
Purely vegetable
"Becauth," lisped the little fellow,
act surely ana
si .flRTFRS i
"we alwayth have a good dinner when
gently on tno
mm
you vlthlt uth."
itti r
liver. Cure

tafife UshjC
If Xfvri

In Use For Over 30 Years

toodol

SOVEREIGN SALVE

Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold
throughout the world. Sample of each
free, with . Skin Book. Address post-car"Cuticura, Dept. L, Boston." Adv.
Seven Champions.
The Seven Champions of Christendom usually are listed in this order:
St. George of England, who was imprisoned seven years by the Almldor,
the black king of Morocco; St. Denis
of France, who lived seven years In
the form of a hort; St. James of
Spain, who was seven years dumb
out of love for afair Jewess; St. Anthony of Italy, enchanted with other
champions into a deep sleep in the
Black castle and released by St.
George's three sons, who. quenched
the seven lamps by water from the
enchanted fountain; St. Andrew of
Scotland, who was guided through the
Vale of Walking Spirits by the Walking Fire and delivered six women who
had lived seven years under the form
e
swans; St. Patrick of
of
Ireland, Immured in a cell, where he
scratched his grave with his own
nails; St. David of Wales, who -- slept
seven years in the enchanted garden
of Ormandlne, but was redeemed by
Bt. Oeorge.

Cause of It.
"Baseball disputes get well aired."
"That's on account of the 'fans.' "

ALWAYS

UUO

Oct. 19, 1912.

32-p-

CASTOR I A

fBcars the Signature of

FacSiraUt SigMtHTtof

Time's Changes Lamented.
Talk of the dog as a beast of burden in England and one recalls the
Importance of the canine help in the
fish transit business of the past. The
carriers from the south coast towns
to inland markets were once Newfoundland dogs. Thus the order of
the team as quoted by Mr. Parker in
"Highways and Byways in Surrey;"
"Teams of two or four were harnessed together. The man would
'cock his legs up along the sharves.'
They not only went as fast as the
coaches, but they gained time when
the coaches stopped to change horses.
A
carriage used to bring
fish from Llttlehampton to Godalmlng,
where oysters were often to be bought
three a penny." Oysters at three a
penny have gone with the dogs! London Chionlcle.
ECZEMA

GENUINE
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'DOC WHITE'S HOODOO

BACKSTOP WITH BOSTON RED SOX

CLEVER

MINES IMjlEV

Whitesox Southpaw Tells Story
of Tiger Game.

Largely Increased Output of Precious
And
Metals Copper Production Advances
85,000,000.
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ment, for to my
way of thinking It
was the wildest,
most exciting exhibition of free
y
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loping I ever
wit-nesse-
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the mine production of gold, silver,
copper, lead, and zinc in New Mexico
in 1912 was $8,527,955, against $2,704,-84- 3
in 1911, according to advance final
figures compiled by Charles W. Henderson of the United States Geological Survey at Washington.
The increases In value for 1912 were as
$21,638; silver, $227,165:
copper, $5,107,979; lead, $113,751; and
sine (spelter), $352,579.
Socorro county produced $525,629 In
gold, or 67 per cent of the state yield,
and 1,126,429 fine, ounces of silver, or
73 per cent of the state output, mainly from the siliceous ores of the
district Grant county produced 32,952,133 pounds of copper, or
97 per cent of the state output, mainly
from the great
deposits of
the Chlno Copper Co. at Santa Rita
which are worked on a large scale by
steam shovels. Grant county also
yielded 2,309,732 pounds of lead, chiefly from the Central district, and the
Magdalena district of Socorro county
produce. 2,192,792 pounda. The bulk
of the zinc output ef New Mexico also
Leslie Nunamacher, Star Catcher.
comes from Sorocco county at Kelly,
Leslie Nunamaker, one of the Boston Red Sox' clever catchers, was although the Hanover district of Grant
born in 18S9, in Aurora, Neb. He started with Lincoln, Neb., in 1909,' and
county was also Important in 1912.
played with that club until late that same season, when he was sent to
The total metal production of New
Dubuque, la. He was drafted that season by the Chicago Cubs, but was Mexico in 1912 was as follows: Gold,
sent back to Bloomlngton that season. He was drafted by Boston that $784,446; silver,' 1,536,701 fine ounces;
fall. He bats and throws
copper, 34,030,964 pounds; lead, 6,494,-01- 8
pounds; zinc, 13,566,637 pounds.
number of productive mines was
KEPT DONLIN PLAYING CARDS The
145 in 1912, of which 26 were placers.
Amusing Little Incident of World's There were 1,352,286 short tons of ore
from New Mexico sold or treated in
. Series of 1906 Is Related by
1912, an increase over the output of
James J. Corbett
1911 of 1,119,587 tons, due chiefly to
Jim Corbett recalls an amusing lit- greatly increased operations at the
.
tle incident In connection with the Chlno copper mines.
world's series between New York and
the Athletics in 1905.
False Hopper Alarm.
Jim has long been a strong rooter . Roswell. A report gained circulafor the New York club.
tion that the grasshoppers were in"I never will forget that world's
s
festing the Cottonwood farms west-oIn 1905 If I live to be a thousand
Lake Arthur, and A. G. Hammer, the
eerr years old." said Jim. "It convinces government expert at Roswell, Investime, the more I think of It, that
gated. Mr. Hammer says there is
Ib a wise old owl and always
nothing to the report.
Leslie Joe Bush is the full name of
hoppers In
has his noodle with him. Say, he'll that section are even The
the Athletics' young hurler.
less numerous
more than make good in Tacoma,
e
than last year.
"While Joe and Mathewson were
Denny Doeller Is said to possess
depended
upon
capin that series to
the speediest automobile in WashingCuts His Throat With a Razor.
ton.
e
e
Santa Fe. Antonio Romero, the
foung man who was stabbed a few
Bill Lathrop, the Notre Dame flinger
weeks ago, and who was supposed to
lined up by the Glants,4s only ninehave been temporarily Insane, cut his
teen years old.
e
throat with a razor, and died shortly
afterwards. Romero lived on the canDan Griner, the big blonde pitcher
yon road near the electric light plant
of the Cardinals, Is the big find in the
in a house occupied by his mother,
National league this year.
e e
Mrs. Seferlne Rodriguez.
First thing we know the world's series will be here. Fastest games In
East Las Vegas Has $50,000 Fire.
the slowest town Philadelphia.
East Laa Vegas. Fire threatened
e
for a time to destroy the business
Catcher Schrang of the Athletics Is
section of Las Vegas. Four buildings
one of the few men in baseball who
occupied by various mercantile concan bat well either right or left
cerns, were completely destroyed, enhanded.
tailing a loss estimated at $50,000.
e e e
Even with George Mullin gone the
Accident Near Bayard.
Tigers are conslderd to have the
hardest hitting pitching staff In the
Farmlngton. A runaway accident
American league.
occurred between Bayard and Central
In which the government
mountain
Some ball players do not think they
wagon was overturned and Miss Anna
are great until they are chased by an
Carlson of the nurse corps severely
umpire. A few fines would correct
v
Injured.
this line of thought.
n

worse, luck, I
to be right
there when the base hits were thickest Just by way of refreshing your
memory, I'll state that the score ended 16 to 15 in favor of the Tigers.
When you also pause to consider that
the White Sox went Into the last half
of the fifth Inning with a
add
vantage, leading by the score of 13 to
1, you may gain some Idea of the
bumping I received from my twin
Jinxes. Messrs. Tyrus Cobb and Sam
Crawford, both of them able
batters. My finish came In the sixth
Inning after the Tigers had compiled
a total of twelve clean drives, Includs
ing
by the triple-plate- d
twins, the aforementioned Cobb and
Crawford. Up to Jhe turning point I
entertained some Joyous prospects of
an easy victory, for the White Sox
were pounding Mullin and Covington
pretty freely. Then the scenery
changed when the Tigers dusted off
their heavy artillery and started to
charge our lines In the fifth. Mullin.
always a dangerous hitter, shot open
the Inning with a single, but was
forced by Drake. I didn't want to take
any chances with Bush, and the wee
shortstop walked. With two on and
Cobb, who previously had singled, at
the plate, I found myself dangerously
Bear the trouble1 cone. So I proceeded
to "work on" the Georgian. As a
master, workman I surely looked anything but the part, for Tyrus Immediately combed a triple to the outlying
regions, hammering across a couple of
runs. I then tackled my other hoodoo,
the slugging Crawford, and Samuel
rammed a triple Into right field at
the rate of a mile a minute, scoring a
moment later on the Infield out of
Moriarlty obligingly cashed
In, grounding to Tannehlll, and I went
to the bench to recuperate. Our half
of the sixth was over in a Jiffy. Right
off the reel I saw my finish staring me
in the face when O'Leary, Stanage and
Covington notched singles. Again I
encountered trouble with BuBh and a
wild pitch let in another run. Bush
was nailed by our infield, his retirement coining another tally, and, with
the bases choked, I faced my Jinx,
Cobb, for the fourth time. Again the
champion batter delivered a timely
awat and the third marker of the Inning was Jotted down. That ended
my regime on the firing line and
was led to the slab. Eventually
the Tigers were permitted to bat
against Walsh, and when the smoke
had cleared away five more runs clattered across in the ninth Inning, spelling victory for tie Tigers. On several
other occasions I have been forced to
wallow the lime of defeat simply because these hoodoo sluggers refused to
fall for my southpaw delivery.
(Copyright. llll.)
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Dates for Coming Events.
Au. ll-z- l.
Chautauqua Meeting" at
Mountalnalr.
Oct.
Btate fair at Albuquerque.
October. Pumpkin Pie Pay at Maa- .
-
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Western Newipaper Union Newe Service.
Albuquerque, N. M. The value

far-awa-
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IN BRIEF
Weetern Newipaper Union

Seml-Preclo-

(Br "DOC" WHITE. Southpaw Twlrter
of White Box.)
Remember that game of June 18,
1911, at Detroit between the White
Box ana Tigers i
Well, If perchance
you can't place
casion,

NEW MEXICO

FIGURES ON PRODUCTION SHOW8
1912 PROSPEROUS YEAR.

Grvss Thrilling Idea of Humiliating
Bumping He Received at Hand of
Twin Jinxes, Meurt. Tyrus Cobb
and 8am Crawford.

the particular

MEXICO
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Lots of Johnsons.
This Is a great year for the Johnsons In the pitcher's box. In Walter
Washington has about the best there
Is, while Cincinnati has- - a marvel in
George Johnson, the Indian twlrler.
The latter has done sensational slab
work for the Reds and It Is no fault of
bis that Joe Tinker's club Is not up
near the top, as when he goes in the
box the Reds are pretty certain to land
a victory.
Longest Hit for 8lngle.
Quakers are claiming that In a recent game with the Pirates Sherwood
Magee made the longest single on record. His hit: was a cannonshot liner
that hit one yard below the top of the
right field wall at the Phillies' park.
The ball bounded directly toward first
base' faster than any man can throw
one and the slugger had to hustle to
be safe at all.
Wood Afraid of "Bean Ball."
The poor showing made by "Smoky"
Joe Wood) the pitching hero of the
world's series, is attributed to his fear
of hurting batsmen. During the spring
training Wood rendered Bobby Byrne
Unconscious by hitting him with a
pitched ball. The accident Is said to
be preying on Joe's mind and he may
tot recover tU full effectiveness un- -
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Manager
has made
trade any
thinks he
tion.

e

e

Hugglns of the Cardinals
the announcement he will
man on his team If he
can Improve the combina-

Frank Baker says that the fadeaway ball of Fred Falkenberg la harder to hit than that of Mathewson. He
has hit Matty's over the fence, but
not Long Cy's.
e

Manager Griffith has ordered Walter
Ily practice at
Johnson to stop his
fungo hitting. The Old Fox figures
that fungo hitting Is a strain on Johnson's pitching arm.
e

e

Manager Chance's reported offer of
$6,000 for Shortstop Frank Hosp of
the Venice Pacific Coast team recalls
that Hosp ouce had a trial with Cincinnati as a pitcher.
Unassisted Triple Play.
The first unassisted triple play of
the season Is credited to a Milwaukee
Independent leans on June 1, and It
was made by a pitcher, Harry Sie-beIs bis name, and he has had some
league experience In the past In the
eighth inning of his game a liner
was hit to him with men on first and
second. He ran deep into the diamond, captured the ball on the fly,
caught the runner who had left second and the one who had left first before, either could check themselves.
rt

well.

Crop prospects at Rana are bright
The contract has been let for a new
hotel at Melsse.
Fire at Raton destroyed a cottage
occupied by Ralph Aird.
The state board of equalization
held a meeting last week.
Morlarity people are making an effort to establish a creamery there.
The Baptists of Columbus are
planning to erect a church building.
L. Meredith, a
boy, is In
Jail, at Raton on a petty larceny
charge.
encampine- state militia annual
ment will be held at Camp McDonald at Las Vegas.
Arrangements are being made to
continue drilling for oil at Oil City,
west of Lakewood.
Work en the Hammond-Farming-toCanal will start in a short time, the
contract having been let.
Miss Amie McLaren"of Magdalena,
was burned about the-fa- ce
while
lighting a gasoline Iron.
Col. A. O. Bailey, one of the earliest
settlers at Columbus, - died after an
Illness of several months.
A fatal runaway-accide- nt
occurred
between Leopold and Tyrone in which
Senora Domingo Villanueva lost her
We.
The development of the San Juan
valley has reached such a point that
the necessity for a railroad is plainly
n

apparent
Preparations are being made for
the
annual Farmlngton'
fair. Dates will be announced in the
near future.
The first cutting of alfalfa in the
Thirty-fourt-

h

vicinity of Farmlngton is nearly all in
the stack, and It is one of the heaviest
harvested in years.
About 350 pickers will be needed
during the heavy part of the ensuing
cantaloupe season in the Roswell section of the Pecos valley.
A civil service examination for a
civil engineer student (male) will be
held In Las Vegas on August 6. This
position pays
of $720.
Gonzales, of Albuquerque,
Luis
knocked out Bart Gordon of El Paso,
Tex., in the third round of a scheduled
bout at Silver City.
Petitions are circulating in Eddy
county asking 'for a special election
to decide the saloon question. Carlsbad will vote on the question August
ten-roun- d

22.

Carlsbad is shipping . peaches to
New York in car lots.
Local shipments have been going out for the
past ten days, averaging 100 crates a
day.
S. Ernest Pollock of Farmlngton
has been appointed superintendent of
the poultry department at the state
fair In Albuquerque to be held Oct. 6
to 11.
Manuel Vljil, who is charged with
the robbery of , the Frank residence at
Las Vegas, was bound over to the
grand jury 'and placed under a bond
of $1,000.
uu uuuj ui i ictienua rttrnsu, an
old soldier, who died at Albuquerque,
was taken to Santa Fe and buried
Appointed Supreme Court Reporter. with military honors at the National
"' ""riTiMis.
I
Santa Fe. Judge x John R. McFle cemetery.
has been appointed Supreme Court reWhile attending a party at the
porter by the State Supreme Court, home of Damacio Sandoval at
Mike Donlln.
and as such will have charge of the Springer, Gregorio Qulntana was cut
ture nearly all the games, McGraw compiling of volumes Nob. 17 and 18 in the face with a knife or some sharp
instrument.
depended a lot on the batting of of the New Mexico reports.
Mike Donlln.
Well, McGlnnlty had a
Governor McDonald has appointed
Rich Gold Strike.
big bet down, and he was strong to
Ervlen Gray temporarily, as a memwin that money. It was the first
Hlllsboro. Joe Caballero reports ber of the mounted police.
game at Philadelphia.
that during the first week of sinking
Ray Sumner, a prisoner In the
"Now, Donlln always liked to go on the great gold strike he and his
awaltiner th
rrlnn
out with the hoys for a good time, father saved from the footwall lead Santa Rosa iall.jury,
on a burglary
and there was no telling what ho alone 812 pounds of the richest kind of the grand
might pull off, so McGlnnlty came to of ore, worth probably close to 30 charge, mado an unsuccessful attempt to escape.
me that evening and said:
cents a pound which Is somewhat
"'Say, Jim, I wish you'd get hold more than the best . of wages. The
Tom Tucker, of the mounted police
of Mike and keep him tonight'
vein Is continuing to hold its width has found the saddle owned by John
" '8ure,' I said, and I grabbed Don- and the surrounding
matter is begin- Griner, who disappeared near Tula-roslln and Immediately got busy on him. ning to show considerable pyrites of
and was afterwards located at
Mike liked to play pinochle, so I chal- iron which, Is considered a good indihis mother's home In Kansas.
lenged him to a gameand we went cation. Sinking is proceeding
That prospects were never better
up to my room and had it out Well,
for a bumper crop of cantaloupe, and
I kept him there playing pinochle all
that good prices will prevail was
night, and he never had a chance to
Well Irrigates 320 Acres.
brought out at the meeting of the cango out. Of course, the next day he
Artesia. The May well on the Cot- taloupe division of
the Berrendo
was In shape, and he banged that tonwood, lately brought in, flows
19
ball so far that New York won a Inches over a 12 inch casing. Mr. May Growers' Association at Roswell.
block."
The governor has appointed as deleirrigates 320 acres of land and hat
gates to the Negro National Educaspare.
water
to
s One-Ho- t
Game
tional convention, to be held in KanPitcher Trautman" of Ironton held
sas City, July
the following colFancy Price for Bulls.
Maysville to one hit in a recent game
Roswell. McCoy Brothers of this ored men of this state: Rev. N. Perin the Ohio tate league.
city have closed deals whereby, they ry, Las Vegas; Rev. J. W. Rogers, T.
disposed
ot several fine Hereford and M. Prinson, A. B. Montgown and Dr.
Jennings Picks Athletics.
William
Hughie Jennings predicts Connie Shorthorn bulls at fancy prices. The J. Dennis, Albuquerque;
prices ranged, from $125 to $150 per Vaughn and William Parsons, Santa
Mack wiU wis the pennant easily.
Fe.
head.
--
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